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Some Implications for Research ",~
Abstract approved -_-
This pr.oject.examine.s. .spec.ific. basic areas of mari.tal·
interact ionthe,ory..... Individual..chapt.ers,. are developed
around the following' themes: .historical.developmentof
the theory of. iht.eraction.; a .. theoretical .discu.ssion of
selected concepts.~..per.sona1ity.. a.s.. a.de.terminant, of inter-
action; communication inmarr iag.e..;. marital". interact ion
patterns; methodology pertainingt.o.res.earch·findings; and
finally some implicat.ionsforr:.,e;pe-?:rch. which he.came ."~
apparent as thi,s '$>r,oject d·ev.elo.ped...
The project lays. the c.onceptual ..groundwork f.or a· s.eries
of empirical$tuo.ies tha.t, will US-e· the· ·int-e.rac:tional '..
approacl:1 as at;q,.eoretical base.•. · T·he immediate.. -purp-o.se.of
this ppoject ther'efore is t.o describe t.h.e... imp.()rtan.t-.d,i~
mensions of the interactional approach as .the.se.. p.e.r.t.aint,o.
marital i.nte;ra·ction~Int.eraction.is d.efined.as .. a ..r.eciprq~
cal relatio'nshi;tf 1n' which each.person ...may. pro.duc.e.¢f.f.ect--a
-gpon theqth~r" '..'~Here --the essence· .ofmarriage is.·int.er~
a:etion';- thus.. mar.italinteraction.·.,:is c·rit.ical. in.. itq.effect
on the spQ:use.s and . the .continu.ity.of .the--.marri.age.. '. ".
Some of the b~sic concep-ts ·aT G-e-orge·Mead .are
aes-criib'ed qp.d i:t is sugg.ested' that they ar·e e.ssential ele- /
me-n't·s· c-of··the interactional. approach.. The ..maj or .:assum~,t,io:p..s /' I
of .this 'approach~re that...a), ..human.b.ehaviorcannot<:~be "
derived or' int'erredf'rom .nonhumanf.orm.s-,.b.) ..the,-.-so.cial act
:i·~the prima~y...analytic unitrOT. an- ··under,standingor -socJ.ety
~fld the personatity, c) the hum~ infan't is potentially
~pcial, and d) the human beiri.g is a.ctor as well as reac'to~r.o"
iii
Personality is discussed ~s a determinant of the
quality and quantity of marital int;8raction~ The issue
of person~l competence is explored, particularlJT in
respect to verbal ability& Communicati.on, the proeess
of influence ~ i.d d.·efined for marital interaction and
the 'consequent formation of patt.e.rns.
Identit'ication arid classification of ma.rital inter~"
action patterns q.re limited. to a. description of selected
examples from family research.and the obs.ervations of
clinicians. P"atterns tendto.be def.ined in psychol.ogi.cal
terms although communicative behavior is stressed. The
absence of common criteria and terminolog,Jo7• is noted.
De-scr:Lption ofdysfuncti.onal.pat.ternspredominates",
Two metp,ods frequent.lyu.sed in recent studies of
marital ip:~eraction are direct obser"\rat,ion.and analysis
of repo~ts f~om marital partners. It is suggested that
a combip,ation of these techniquGscoul.d.inGn:'ease the
quantitjr Qfinformationabout marit.aJ.interact,ion.
Researcllquestions focus on the problem of adult
socializ8;.tion, its implications. for :tb.e.establishment
of maritQ.-l int·sr·actd:.-on ..patterns, andthenee.d_ tDdeter-
the rela,tion between the interaction proce·ss and the
functional or dysfunctional quali.ty.. ofthe resultant
pattern. An inseparable part of the aforementione.d
research areas is the. function. o.f communication. It i.s
suggested th@.t investigation of v.erbal, communication
might yield significant data for the understanding of
the interaction process as it affects the personalities
of the spouses and the formation of patterns.
iv
PREFA.CE
This research project, entitled Marital Interactioa
Theory: Soule Implications for Eesearch, began a.s a .revievJ
,.,~ : .
of recently :p1.1blishec.l Iiterature about marriage. ~rhe
InternatIonal Index on Periodicals, The Cumul.ative Booki! - -- _...... .......~ .'""'~---
Index, Ps;y;cho,l'ogical Abstracts, and :J~J-bliographi.c Inciex.
were se'arched fp:r relevant material published betweeIJ.
January, 1960 and 1"larch, 1965. As articles were revie\IIJed,
each source of t~eoretical orientation was identified by
referring to the author's footnotes. In areas which seeilled
most meaningful, more intensive reading was undertaken and
central ideas were traced back to their historic origins.
The theoretica,.,l framework of the interactional approach
with its concentration on the act as the bas~c unit of obser-
vation seemed to be the most useful way of looking at
marriage for the profession of social work. This report
provides a co:nceptual mapping of the important dimensions
of this approacho It is designed as the first of an on-
going series of s~udiesG This report d.oes not attempt to
extend theory but to describe a framework of existing
theory for future emp.~rical studieso
v
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MARITAL INTERACTION THEORY:
SOME IMPIJTC'AT-:I:ONSF'OR"RE'SE:ARGH
'CHAPrER ' I
INTRODUC-TION
The purpose of this project is to review the inter-
actional approach to the study of marriage. The project
first reviews the historical background of the inter-
actionai'a;p;proach. Present day interactional concept~
have emerged by means of an evolutionary process, as
found in the writings of Plato and other early philoso-
phers, then later found in the works of the social psy~
I
chologists of ~his century, and eventually in the works
"
of present day clinicians. The project presents a genef-
al review of a specific approach. It is not a review Of
issu~S, nor {s it evaluative: it is descriptive, with
some attempt .to assess how this approach can be useful
in social work research. The project is designed as the
first phase in an ongoing series, and as such, it de-
velops a, concepv'u,al mapping of the important dimension~
of this inter~ctional approach to the ,study of marriag~.
The,projectexamines basic areas of mar'ital interaction
theory. Indi~idual chapters are developed as follows;
historical d~velopment of the theory of interaction; a
theoretical discussion of select,4 concepts; personality
as a determinant' of interaction;
2C0II11J.lunica,tiqn as a factor in marriage; marriage inter;-
~ctional pa~t~rn$; methodology pertaining to research
,f
find~ngp; p.ud f;in?-lly, some implications for -research
which .b~ca:r11~" c$l:ppa,rent as the project :developed.
The lin~betvveen the individual and sqciety as a
whole is the1!S3-$io sociCl,l unit known as the family. If
socialwor~~~9a.r:e to serve individuals effectivelJr , the~
must bewel;L,aw{:lre of the: family as a system of inter~ct-
ingperson,alitif?E? It is ,one o~ the pu.rposes of this
report to cont:r~pu:t,e to this awareness ,'Which should least,
,
in turn, to further study Cind research in clos$ly l"elated
area~ and be of di?-gnostic value in the 1?road area of social
work.
The feasibility of viewing the family as an interact~
ing unity was ?uggested by Ernest Burgess forty years ago.
~ur~E3ss had b~en ptpdying the paiJt,erns of personal relatiol).-
ships in family life, and his sttJ;dy in that area led to his
Goncept of, the fp,mily as "a unity of interacting persons"
(Burgess, 1926,: p.5). It was Burgess' content'ion that tp.e
a.ctUal unitiY 9i familY,life should not he defined in ~egal
term.s', but ratl+;yp". ,in terms of the interact,iou 6f' its
members. Burg~s$::believed, then, that the very essence of
·marriage is th~ :Lpteractiol), and thefa:r;nily lives as long fiB
int·e:r:action -ist-aking place.
'The concept 'interactiona~' as used in this report is
! ~
,
e4~mp1ifiedby Sampson (1961+):
As aconc·ept; interac~t,ion denotes, the
formatioflof-a relationship between'f:wo
'or mOre persons,·A::and,··B,suchthat.A,'1 s
,behavior,-s-erves bo·th a,g·8.' st,imulus for
,:If' a..nd.· -a-s"'Ci, re-spon:se· t;Q' :S",s< ,behavior wh,ich
·i:n·',t·lXrn'ma:y, serve :8;S 'both a, stimulus, and
.s; re'spP:nsefor, A. ' Interaction., there'fore,
involVes a recipro~al relationship in
wllicn e~ch p~:r.son l11ay produce'e.fffects on
the 9'tller'(p. :51). '
In addition;' to the inte'ractional apprpach there ~re
four ot~er approaches to the study of marriage and the
family: (1) the structurq.l-functional,'-: (2) the situ-
ational, C:3) the institutional, (4) the develop:mental.
These appro~ches <:liffer cO!lsiderably in emphasis,
aithopgh similariti~s between them are readily discern-
ible.
The int~r~ctional approac~ emphasizes the signifi-
cance of per?QF~J-ity determinants as these determinantf?
influence eaqh ,human being's tendencies, or potentiali....
ties,forql.ction. This approach focuses on the faw-ily
of inter~cting~er?ons, and it concerns itself with
process. Overt 'b,ehavior is primarily considered in term.s
of speci+~9 interacts. Role analysis is of major impor-
tance, andt~is framework has :also focused on such
.prohlems as status relations (Which leads toauthority
patte:bns), :PFOyesses of communication, conflict, dec~~iou:-,
making, and, in general, the continuu~ of interactive
processes fro~ courts~ip to the divorce court (Hill and
Hansen,1960) .
The st;:ruct;ural-functionalapproach views the family
as a social SYpt8;IIl with emphasis on maintenance of the
family systefilan.<l,,· Ultimately ,of the social sY'stem (Ifill
and Hans,en,1960). Family si:;ructure i.s oriented' tovJard
boundarymaiuFep.ance ,of the system, and behavior is
studied in tnecQntex~,of its contribution to this main-
!',
tenance. This 'approach~sextremelyversatile, as it
really copes with three broad areas:
(1)
(2)
the:interacti.on of the individua.l
'family member' with other individu-
als., an.d .,suhsystemsin the family
with ,the 'full family ,system;
the interplay ,of subsystems with,
other ",subsyste,ms. and with the full
"family. system; and
the",'hra.llsactionof, the, ,family with
out sideagenc'i,es.. an(i at.her" sy.s.tems
in '.soqi$ty, and with society (the,'
spcJal·'system) itself (Hill and"
Hansen~ ,,19'$O·,p. ' 304) •
The' sl,tuationalapproach focl,lses on the situation
itself, or the ,indiVidual's overt behavior in response
t6t~e iituation. The f~mily is seen as a unit of
.st,imuli act~.n.e;towarda focal point (a child ,for
example). :a:owever,th~fr.ame.workallovl1s not only for
analysis of t:q.e1?ehavioI'of ,thatfpcal point in the
family situ.ation,butalso allows for study ofth~ situ-
ation itself (Hill and Hansen, 1960).
Tne in-s;titutional approach emphasizes the family as
a social· unit in which the individual ~d cultural values
are of ~entral Y0Il.cern, and it deals best with 80.c18.1
change anq f~i~y development over long spans of time. It
is concern~d with transactions of the family institu~1on
with other social or cultural ~tructu~es, and only 1a
highly generali~e4 fashion does it deal with interaction .s
a process., Thet~ily instit,ution is often referred to as
the most impQrt~nt qf institutions <:aill and Hansen, 1960).
The dev~lopm~~tal approach involves the concept of
stages of a. faJD.~ly life cycle, with developmental needs and
tasks. It is concerned with the life cycle of the nuclear
family, and emphas~zes the ever-changing interna~ structure
and developmep.:t of the family over time. Like the inte;r:-,.
action~l approac:Q" tJle developmental approachvi~wsthe
family as': a unitf of interacting personalities, intricate.11
i
or@anized i;nt~;t'n~l~y in'to certain paired positions (sucb as
wife-m9ther, d~Ji811;ter-sister). This small group has a
predictab~e ~atural history de~ignated by log~cal etage~,
progressing :epoJJl>~h-e simple husband-wife pair to the
SUcc!.ssively more complex stages as addition~lpositions
areact~vfflted,' then to the less complex as members depart
from the group, and it contracts to the husband-wife .p~ir
again. The family changes as its member composition ••
and their ages ... change. At the same time the qUality
I'·
6Interactional theory is a product of social psycholo-
gy, and as such, addresses itself first of all to what
Stryker (1959) refers to as 'socialization': "how the
human organism ~cquires the ways of behaving, the value$,
norms and attitudes of the pocial units of which he is a
part" (p. 111). ~he focus, then, is not on any static
state, pll·t on an on-:-going process which involves the human
organism ~~d its ever changing social environment.
Along with socialization, interactional theory
addresses itself to personality, which Stryker (1959)
defines as J,'the organi--zation of persistent behavior
pattern$" (p. 112). J!~rsonality is consider(3d in soml$
detail in Cha~ter III.
Highly sigr~ficant in the interactional approach is
the fact th~t within this approach personal organization
and person~l d~sorganization are treated 'as different
aspects of t~e sa~e problem. From this position, answers
to both can be provided without Galling upon principles
which lie outside of the theoretical scheme of this
approach.
-Historical Development .of the Interactional _Approach
:i --'--_:', _ - ...- - - - - . - ;-
Alt~ough the ipteractional approach to the study of
marr~a_e isre09gnized today as a direct outgrowth of
7the work of George Herbert Mead and a group of Universit~y
of Ch~cago interac'tionists, its roots ma~l be located i,n the
very gradual ,development of social thought, beginni.ngwith
the wr:Lting's of ;Pl,ato" ,Plato early emphasized that man
must be under~tood in his :socia1 environment rather ·than as
an isolated individual. He stressed his belief that not
only did man effe;ct cl;langes in his environment, but also,
he himself wa~ sUbject to change by environmental influences
(Plato, 1937).
These writings constituted the first suggestion of
man asa really social being interacting with his fellow
man and with his environment. From that first suggestion,
the idea in one form or another was presented from time to
time. It wa,s Aristotle, pupil of Plato, who introduced a
comparative method of studying social institutions, not
only demonstrating their relative value but also demon-
strating tha.t, in order to meet changing s'ocial can....
ditions and s,ocial needs, institutions themselves must
ch~nge, and their change would in turn effect some modi-
. '-.,',
fication of man~s be~avior (Aristotle, 1900).
These were the expressed early beginnings of interest
and concern for man as ,a social being. In the middle of
the nineteep.th century more ideas were recorded in the
literature that appear to be additional precursors to
modern inter{:ic:t;ional theory. Gabriel Tarde developed
. i'
i
ideas in this ~rea into a sociological theory, centere4
/
8around the proce.$S .of imitation as practiced by man in ad.just-
ing to his feJ,.lpwnian a;nd to his environment. He stressed
three processe~: ~epetition, opposition, and adaptation,
According to T~rde (1903) all social phenomena can, ulti-
mately, be r~duced to the relation between two persons,
one of whom exert,s influence "UPon the other.
At approxi;mat/ely the same time Tarde was developing
his theori~s in Fr~nce" Georg Simmel in Germany was becom~·
ing concerned with a different phase of interaction.
Sinunel's sociologi;cal thought begins with the process of
social becoming, After 9- study of the descriptive data of
history in search of generalizations, it was his contentiop
that the social process in which man involves himself f;i.;r'st
of all springs out 9£ .social interaction, Simmel (1950)
defined 'social;j..zation I as l~tl1e growing into a unity"
(p" 10 ). T'o S~;mmel, sociol-ogy was essentially the scie;rlce
of sociali~Jtion, or pf the £orms of unity within which
people live.
'In the ~volu:tionary process which led eventuallyt,o
c'4rr~nt ipterq.,ctionaltheory the next man of importance
was Charles }lorton Cooley Who made vitali cont~ibut4,.ons to
the ~ield of ~ooial psychology, of Which the inter-
actio,;tial tl}/eory is ~ part, It' was dooley who ,forp1ul~ted
the concept of ThLLooking GJ!lSS Self (Cooley, 1922).
This concept was der,ived from the assumption that evep.
a person's COQ~cious~e$s of himself is largely a direct
9reflection of the opinions which he believes otherB ho~Ld
about him (Cooley, 1922),
A contemporary of Cooley, George Herbert Mead, also
I
i
contributed to sociological understanding about cOIDilluni-
cation, language, the consciousness of meaning,andthe
meaning of self, Mead (1924) believed that eac~personal­
ityis definitely affected by contact with other per~onal-
ities, and tha~q.n individual plays as many di.fferent
roles as there are other individuals to whom he responds,
According to Mep..Q.' s theory of self, the self includes t;he
ego, or 'I', which is an active agent, or activity itself,
Self also inc~udes an empirical self, or 'me', which is
constructed out of one's experiences in the social eOn-
vironme.p.t.
Mead's work led directly to the interactional
approach ,~S it is known today, although a workable
description of the conceptual framework seemed to be
lacking until Hill and Hansen (1960) published their
work. They present the family as a unity of interact-
ing individuals,
. . . each occupying a position(s)
within the family to which a number
of roles are assigned, i.e., the in-
dividual perceives norms or role ex-
. pectations held individually or ..
collectively by other family members
for his attributes and behavior. In
a given situation, an individual
defines these role expectations
10
primarily in view Of their source
(reference group )~p.d b..f, his own
s~+f-cD11'ception. Then he role-plays.
'Most, immediately t1q.e family is
stuq.ied through analysis of overt
inter8,;Gt~(interactionof role-
playing fa)nily members) ca'$t in thi.s
structure (p ... ' 30,2)~.
Histo:ricaJ,-ly @'ocial PSY9hologists have. disagreed
about what Strvker (1959) terms "some metaphysical prior-
ity of socievy.overthe individual" (p. 112). Some main-
~ i
tain tht;3.t sO,c~ety itself is the ultimate reality, whil.e
others ptp.ce emphasis and importance on the individual.
Either positi~~, however, results in ambigcl~ty. By
beginning its·/·~;p.alysis with the s'ocial act itself, i.nte:r~
. I ,
actional thepry by-passes the disagreement .. Interactign
is its basic ~riit of observation, and it ~s fromipt~r­
~ction that both society and the individual derive
(Stryker, 19,59).
This formulation allows a kind of communication
between scc'iol.ogy 'and social psycho~ogy that is not
readily avc(:i,.lable to the other four alternative frame~
works ment~oped previously. Both sociology and soct~l
psychol()gy begin with social actions. From this ber'
ginning, soc;i.ology goes toward "the behavior of col-
lect~vities:" (Stryker, 1959, p. 112) while psychology,
" . ~
f; .,~' I
fronftp.e same base, goes toward the behavior ot
11
ip.dIv~d.u.als"~ ~hpse whQ attempt to study the family find
that the prob~ems in~olved bridge these two fields, and
in the interacti.onCil approacXf they are provided a frame~
work "facilitp:~i;ng movement from one level to the other,
allowing systematic traIl~action,s betvveen the two levels"
(Stryker,. 1959, p. 112).
Sincephe interactional approach assumes the famil:y-
to be a relatively closed syste~of in~eraction, it is
narrower in scope t"han, the structure-function approach,
and some of the broad and rich ideasth&t emanate from th~
structure-funct~on approach are missing. The interactio:q.-
al approachnifi.Y be thoUght of as a microscopic approach.
This is viewed by some as a severe disadvantage.
Zimmerman, for e~Cl.mple, disdainfully refer-s to the inter-
actional approadh as a study of the "mechanics of marriag,e"
rather tha~ a true family study (Zi~me~man, 1935). Others
p;pefer to view ;9h$ family in terms -ozf-:'macroscopic changes
of the insti~~tional features, or within large cultural or
societal contexts. These :people, too, are unhappy with
the interactiqpal approach.
i'
! '
Fromth~ point of view of social work, however, the
interactional aEprQach, viewing marriage, as it does, as ~
constant socialization process, provides a unique opport1,ln-
ity to look at individuals in their im.medi'?-te context: as
m~~~~rs ofacpnstantly changing system of int~racting
," '"(';:' '.,.',
personalities.
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As the c~apters in this report are presented, they
approximat~ a fram~ of reference, wit~ discussion of the
major concepts involved. One of the reasons for this
organization was the "hope that the report might constitute
a gUide for ·future students who may '1.i8h to work in the
general area of. marital interaction.
CHAPTER II
THE INTERACTIONAL APPROACH
TD THE STUDY OF MARRIAGE
There are 1 perhaps, as many definitions of the word.
'theory' as there are theorists. 'Theory' can be taken to
.,
mean a set of concevts which sensitizes one to certain
aspects of behavior or a set of laws which describe certain
phenomena. There are partial theories and there are .Hgrand
theories" such as one finds in some laws of physics which
can explain mOpt laws as well as most phenomena
(Zetterberg, 1963). According to Hearn (1958), theory is
! ..
an internally consistent body of verified hypotheses, the
assumption being that verification is ,provisional rather
\
than absolute.
Theory is important in 'any field because it explains
phenomena. Copcepts, the elements of theory, defi.ne what
. '
is to be observ~do However,it is only when concepts are
integrated into a logical 'scheme that theory emerges. If
op.e,is to stuc1Y marriage from the interactional approach,
to t~st the tisefulness of the app~oach for understanding
thecomple:x:ities of mar.;r:'j,.age, a frame~ork is necessary
(Hill an,dJHa;n$en,' 1960).
/,' , ':.; : - ~ -'
.. ,
Sinc.e th~ interactionist approach has not been
developed into a systematic theory of marriage, this
chapter will review previoQs efforts to define and study
symbolic interaction, to review the fundamental
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assumptioIls unde;rlying the interactional approach and to
asse$S which concepts, may be useful asa way of understand-
t,' '
ingIllar~iage, especially for the social worker.
5mbo1:LC' 'Iritera{:ti?s
The inter~,~;tionist approach, according to Hill an.d
Hansen (1960),: \Y~sfiretdeveloped in sociology and sociFll
psychology. ~h~ ,~pproach was an outgrowth of the work of
f' ' .•
George He:r:bertMecid a.nd t,lle University of Chicago group of
symbolic inte;rGictionis-ts .
./
AccordiR-g to English and English (1958) social p~y-
"
chology is':\t~ft:tbranch of psychology which studies the
'pheri6men'a of social behavior, especially as it interacts
with the ,p~rsQnal characteristics of individuals. Th~y
p6int out tha:t~p~ial psychology is actually a hybrid
,discipline that ''inherits from both parep,~s (psychology and
socio1ogy)c.qp-c,e:pts, da.ta, and problems.
Befor,~ 190ktng at 'what 'Various authors have tos,ay
about,inteJ:'aci;~.pn andsymb,olic interaction, the words
t intefflc,:tio.p.,: 'tt,r~Ils,actiont, and I symbolic intppaction'
'I
will' be ,Q.~f,i,neda.s theya.re used in this report.
,',
Aclq§,a relationship eXists between the words
ttran~ac't'ion" '/fl1Jr9- t inte~$.ction t and there also:: :exists
."'.",'.
some tendency 'bo use them interchangeably. 'Transaction'
;:~>
is taken to me~;n. a proc:,ess which includes a two-phase,
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cyclical exchange between two individuals in which there
is constant feedback which is largely self-regulating and
self-cor~ecting and which modifies the subsequent response
of each indiv~dual(Dewey and Bentley, 1949). 'Inter-
action J implies the action of one pe~son and the response
of anoth~r (~eiss and Monroe, 1959).
'Individuals in responding to one another may be i.n-
volved in what Mead referred to as a "conversation of
gestures". Of' 'this Stryker (:t.959) states:
. . . they come to use early stages of
another's acts as indicators of later
stages. Such gestures have meaning.
Vocal sounds can Heem as gestures and
they too have meaning. This meaning of
a gesture (an early stage of an act) is
the behavior that follows it (the later
stages of the act): meaning is, by
definition, .behavior 4 Some gestures have
an additional' .p:roperty. They may mean
the same thing, 'imply the same set of
subsequent-behavior, to the organism which
produces this gesture and that which per-
ceives it. When this occurs, the gesture
becomes a significant symbol . . .
Language, basically, is a system of
significant symbols . (p.ll3).
"SYnlboli~i;interaction I m~ans that symbols (a word or
gesture that s-ti'?-nds for something else) in communication
(the concept qf co~unication includes all those symbolic
,I processes b;y which people influence one another) (Reusch
and Bateson, 1951) are ?ignificant symbols or gestures.
Accor,ding to Mead this means that:
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. • . the individual must know what he is
about ;he himself, and not mere.ly those
Who respond to him, must be able tointer-·
pret the meaning of .. his. own. gesture.
Behavioristically, this is to say. that the
biological individual.m.ust be .able.to call
out in himself therespDnse hisgeEture
calls out in the other, .a.ndthen utiJ.i.ze
this response of the other for control of
his further conduct. Such gestures are
significant symbols . . . (p. 27).
Th.e calling out of the same response i.n both gives the
necessarycommoIl content for community of meaning.
It isthro1igh interaction that symbols are invented.
Language, a mode of interaction, involves at least two
beings, a speak~r and a hearer and it presupposes that both
belong to an organized group from whicr they have acquired
their habits of speech (Duncan, '1962).
Conventional interaction theories are derived from
the assumption that action occurring between persons is
reciprocal. The unit of action is the person. According
toSarbin (1.954-), the general formula is that when A in~
itiates an action to B,ij's response to A serves as a
stimulus fpr A and so on.
Follq~Ang thi.s formula of interaction (which al+.
/-.
sociological~heories seem to imply implicitly or ex-
plicitly), in a m.arital action when a wife, for exampl<p,
asks her husb$..nd a question, his response to her serves
as a stimulu$ for her and hers for him and so on. But
there i~ certainly.more involved than simple responses.
~! I "
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How does each respond and why? How does each see himself?
How does each se~ the othe~? What goes into the response?
These are some of the questions which interaction theorists
seek to answer ..
Stryker (19B9) indicates that as a social psychological
theory, sy;qrbolic interaction is concerned first wi-ththe
question" of soc:iq.lization, that ls, how the organism
acquires ways of behaving: the values, norms and attitudes
of the social unit p of which he is a part.. Here, the focus
is on the develo;pmentof what happens to the human over time'.
Second, symbplic interaction is concerned with personality.
Here the focus i,@ on the organization of persistent be-
havior pa.ttern,s.
Kantor Cl"964) explains that symbolic interaction im,.-
plies ~hatpeople ~ctwith reference to each other. Each
~, .
fits his conduct to the conduct of others by checking what
they are doing; 0:(' what they mean to do.. Each builds up his
own behavior op."the basis of interpretations of the be-
-haviorof oth,e;rs.. Group action occurs through the mutu~l
tailoring of individual lines of action. Such tailoring
assumesthc;tthere are predictable forms of soc~~l inter-
actionwhic:p. :rp.akes social relationships possible.
Regardles$ 'of Whose interpretation one accepts or
refers to, it ts important to define the words used by
interac"tipni$ts c3.S precisely as possible.. Since th~
interactiopal approachborrO\rlS, so to speak, fI'om mB:A;V
disciplines, tine V9cabulary is colorful and someti.mes 00;0.-
fusing. IntheJ>pocess of presenting the assumptions B.nd
concept:s of th,~·th~ory terms will be clarified and defiI:L~d,:
at 1.~ast as.fhe1 are used in the context of this proj,ect.
Among those ~~i'c/hwill be defined,are socialization,
personality, .c9Jr~JIlu,nication, symbols, the act, the social
act, cat~gop.~position, role, self, role-taking, gen~ra.l-
;/"1
ized other, significant other, roJ,e conflict,think;ing,
."vo:r.it~on,anCi self-conse iousness.
Howev~r, 'Pefo;re proceeding with the as.~umptions and
concepts it mi,~h.t be well, at this point to state that the
p,a1:'ticipan~s"6'r-thisproject are in agreement ·wi·th Mead's
. position 'as;asocial psychologist. While Mead's own
position is"'bf)!l:.avioristic," it isasocialbehaviorism
(thatis,·;tp.~t,behavioris influ$ncedby the behaviof of
:other persolls), £ind', not an individualistic behaviorism
(Mead, 193~). ~e.El.d'sis not th~ position of the psychoJ.~
oe;ic~f 'behaviorist, 'Who, bypreferenoe, studies lea.rning
and motivati~p. ~.n. e. non-social environment.
Accordingt.p rtor;ris (Mead, 1934), Mead answered the
pro'blem as how the human minci and self arise in the proces~
ofc6nd.uet p.p.bisocial terms.
. .' ", " ,: "
'Me.t3.9r e.voided,tbe'extremes of both the tradit~o!la.l
PsyCho~pgi~tand social scientist bY' an appeal to an
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ongoing social process of interacting biological organisms
within whichmip.d .and self arise through the internal-
izationofth·e·conv~rsationof gestures in thG form of the
verbal gestu;re.
English an¢i English (1958) point out that the term
m,iriCi II. • • ,has such a battered history that it can ha;rdly
be used cleclrly in technical writing .. "ff (p. 328).
They list f±v~definitions for the word and it is the first
definition which is most appropriate for this proti eet 0 It
states that th~ mind is ". •. organized totality or system
of all mental ~rocesses or psychic activities, usually of
an individual org9.nism . 0 ." (po 323). They state that
the emphasis is upon relatedness of the phenomena; that mind
in this s~nsedo.E9S not commit one to a metaphysical position
above thenaturB of these processes and this definition may
be used by tho~e' who define psychology in terms of acts or~·
behaviors; but is more congenial to those who recognize a
catfJ,gory of processes such as feelings and co&;;nitions, which
though related to behavior are still distinct.
Morris goes on to qay that the individual act is se:en
within the .$ocla1 act, that psychology and sociology .are
united on a biolpgical basis, and social psychology is
grounded in social bepaviorism. It is in these terms that
Me·ad 's theory bridges the gap between impulse and rat:lonal·~·
~tiY' by showing how certain biol.ogic.al orga.nisms acquire
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the ca~acity of self-consciousness, o~ abstract reasoning,
of thinking, of purposive behavior; in otiher words he shows
how man arose ;from an impulsive to a rational ani~al.
Mead believes that the human cortex a.nd the temporal
dimension of tp.e nervous system (whi·ch provides the control
of the gestur l6 in terms of the eonsequences of making it)
permits the p:l;lman animal alone to pass from the level of
the conversat~on of gestures to that of the significant
language symbol ~~d it is the absence of the first which
"prevent the tal~~ng birds from talking
Assumptions
" (p.xxiii) .
All theQry must have assumptions, that is. to say,
judgments which one accepts as if true, in a train of
reasoning,though they have not been proved. Stryker
(1959) lists four assumptiQnsupon which symbolic inter-
action ispased.
(1) The initial assumption is that man must be
studied at h~s o;wn level. Symbolic interactionists tales
the position that valid principles of human social psy-
chologic,~;L b~havior cannot be derived or inferred t;rom
the study of no;t:;J.-human forms. According to Stryker
(1959), this assertion rests on the principle of
emergence .rtEmergence suggests the existence of quali-
t~tive differences as well as quantitative continuities
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among the precipitates of the evolutionary process"
(pu 112).
If ~~n is qualitatively different from other a~imal
forms, in some respects, it follows that principles
derived f;rom other forms cannot completely account for his
behavior.
(2) A second assumption is that symbolic interaction
'.' '
begins its analysi~ pfsociety with th~ social actu Inter-
action is it.s basic unit of obse:rvation and from that action
both society aR-d the self derive.
(3) A·third assumption concerns the newborn infant.
The assumption here is that the human infant enters life
neither social nor antisocial but with potentialities for
social dev:elopment.
For purpos,8s of this project, this assumption is
expanded to incl~de the following: The infant enters life
with potenti~lities for development of personality or self.
By personalitYfi$ meant "The thinking, feeling, acting
human being who for the most part conceives himself as an
individual sep,ar?:te from other individuals and objects.
This human do~s not have a personality; he is a personal-
ity" (Witmer and Kotinsky, 1952, p. 3).
Perso~ality consists of attitudes, ideas, and habits
of the individuq.l. The concept implies that within ~,
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person tendencies to act, or predispositions, exist prior to
and after the ove;rt responses to which they give rise. Such
tendencies are designated as attitudes. Personality refers
to these tendencies in interaction with one another. Al-
though it is implied that personality develops through
learning and experience, the importance of biologically
inherited traips and characteristics is not denied.
(4) A last assumption is that the human being i.s an
actor as well a,s, a reactor. The assumption that the human
being does ,pot simply/respond to stimuli occurring outside
himself leads to what Stryker (1959) refers to as the
fundamentalp;rinciple of symbolic interaction: "
the dema~d that the investigator see the world from the
point of view of the subject of his investigation"
(p. 112)0
Major Concepts,
An assumptio;n of the theory is emergence and. the
principal emergent at the human level is language behavior.
The starti~g point is with the act. The act is be-
havior,by·,a,n.·9r,gan.ism ... v.lhic.h .stems. from.an'''impulse requir-
ingsome adjust,:ment ·to relevant objects in an external
world. In a social act, the appropriate object is another
individual. Soc~~l acts involve at least two individuals
acting with reference to each other. Since acts occur over
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time they have a history. This makes possible the appear-
ance of gestures, defined as "any part of the act which
$tands for, or comes to be a sign of, those parts of the
act- yet to occur" (Stryker, 1959, p. 113).
C~tegorieSl P6sition
Some SYfIlbols, called categories, represent general-
izations of behavior toward objects. To apply a class
term to a numper of objects or to signify that for certain
purposes, different things are to be treated as the Same
kind of thing is to categorize (Stryker, 1959)~ Classi-
fication is necessary because life would be too confusing
if one had to respond to every object as unique~ Cate-
gorie s are symbols,. They have meaning, are cue s for, and
help organize behavior. According to Stryker (1959),
"Humans respop.d to a classified world, one whose salient
features are named and placed into categories indicating
their significance for behavior" (p. 114).
An impQrtant kind of category is one called
'position'. Gross, Mason and McEachern (1958) use the
term 'position' to refer to the "location of an actor or
class of ae,tors in a system of social relationships"
(po 48)~ Positions are then socially recognized cate-
gories of actors serving to classify persons such as
f~ther, wife, paramour, and so on.
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Such categories are significant since they serve to
organize behavior toward categorized persons. By attach-
ing a positi~~ designation to a person one is led to ex-
pect certain behavior from him and in turn behave toward
him on the basis of these expectations (Stryker, 1959).
Indeed, one cannot r~tain one's identity unless it is
I,:
validated by others.
Role"Self, ,Development of Self
Accordi;p.g to Stryker (1959), liTo the expectations
with regard to behavior ,attached to a position the term
'role' is giv~;n" (p. 114). In evaluating the definition
of role used by various authors, including Linton who as
an anthrop.?l,ogiststressed cultural patterns, Gross, Mason
and M~Each:ern (1958) came to the conclusion that most
definitions of' role are derived from the assumption that
individuals bep.ave with reference to expectations.
Under certain circumstances an actor may respond to
himself as he responds to other people, by naming, defin-
I I
ing and dlassifyiAg himself. To engage in this kind of
behavior is, ac~ording to Stryker (1959), to have a self.
He believes it is useful to define the self in terms of
categor~e~ one applies to himself, as a set qf identifi-
cations.
Mead (1934) defines 'self' as
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. . . something,vv:hic,h has a develop ....
ment; it is not initially therB at
birth, but arises in t-heproce.ss of
social experience andactivity, tha·t
is develops in the given individual
as a resQlt .of ~is relations to that
process as a whole and to other in-
dividuals within that process
(p. 135).
'He stresses that self is that which arises as an object .
. 'That is to s,?y, that as one becomes aware of himself as an
object with speQific ch~racteristics, he develops self-
consciousnes$. Because he is conscious of himself, he can
reflect on his, experiences and control his own actions.
Role~Taking, Generalized Oth~~,
S~6nificantOtherand Role Conflict
Mead stresses two stages in the development of the
self, thosepf play and the game. In play the child
assumes one rol,e after another, of persons and animals
too, that have in some way entered his life. In this way,
he assumes the attitudes of qthers through role-taking or ,
taking the role of the other.
Stryker (1959) defines role taking as "anticipati;ng
the respon~e$of others implicated with one in the same
social act h . (po 115). Role-taking may involve the an-
"ticipatiQp- of some particular other, that is to see one's
behavior as taking place in the context of a defi~ed
system of relat~d roles (Stryker, 1959).
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Mead stressed that role-taking develops in playing of
the game. In t:p.e game, he pointed out that one .ifbec.omes"
all of the otheps involved. in the common activity in order
to successfully play one's own part. Here the person d.oes
not merely assume the role of a specific other (as in play')
but of any ptherparticipating in the activity'. In this
way he has generalized the attitude of role-taking and
taken the attitude or role of the "generalized other."
The conc~pt of the "significant other" is also used
in symbolic interaction theory. This concept recognizes
that not all persons with whom one interacts have identi-
calor even compatible perspective~. In order to proceed,
therefore, the i,p-dividual must giVe greater priority to the;
perspectives Qf particular others. In other words, certain
others occupy high rank on a continuum of importance for
any given individual (Stryker, 1959).
It has been pointed out that the concept of self is
developed as the child interacts with others and move? from
one social situation to another. In the socialization
process, the individual learns how to view and evaluate his
behavior and act with reference to himself as well as to
others (Stryker, 1959).
The individ-q.al occupies, concurrently and through
time and at the same time, a variety of 'positions in sets
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of social relationships. He can do so because there is
continuity and organization among the behaviors of a given
individual (Stryker, 1959).
If meanings a+~ shared with those persons with whom
one interacts, congruence (harmony or agreement) is likely.
When meaningp are diverse among those with whom one i.nter-
,acts, incongruities in expectations as wel:l,. as personal
disorganizatiop. may result (Stryker, 1959).
Parsons (1951) defines incongruities in expectations
as a role conflict. He states, "By role conflict is meant
the exposure of the actor to conflicting sets of legiti-
mized role exp,ectations such that complete fulfillment of
both is realistically impossible" (p. 280). Parsons went
on to say that in order to resolve role conflict it ma~y
be necessary to compromise, to sacrifice some of both sets
of expectations, to choose an alternative and sacrifice
the other or to redefine the conflict.
Bateson (1961) proposed a cl~ssification of inter-
actions called 'double binds' in which there is confused
expectation. ,IJ,$ually an interaction v.lill proceed accord-
ing to theexP€3ctation or label that has been placed upqn
it. Double binds occur when a preceding ,contextual label
disagrees with the eventuality (Bateson).
A last set of concepts is what Stryker (1959)
describes as the "unashamed use" symbolic interaction
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rp.akes of mental ;concepts such as thinking , volition and
self-consciousn;ess. These terms are defined operationally.
The internalize<imanipulation of language symbols 1.S cate-
gorized as think5",p.g. The process of ~selecting among
alternatives symbolically presented becomes voliti.on. And,
the activity of viewing oneself from the standpoint of
others is called self-consciousness.
Which Concepts are Useful for
Understa.nding Marriage?
ThiBchapt~p is based on the belief that the inter-
actional approach is a useful way of lO,:Oking at and under-
standing marriarge. It was stated i.n the introduction that
concepts are elements of.theory, they define what is to be
observed but only when they are integrated into a logical
$cheme are they meaningful. Now that the concepts nave
been ~et fort~, how useful are they?
Using the mo4el Hill ·and Hansen (1960) developed in
an interactional <;lpproach in family study, an interactional
conception P,t: .marriage could take these lines: The
marriage is a unit of two interacting individuals eaCh
occupying a ~arital position(s) within the marriage to
which a number Of roles are assigned. That is, the in-
dividual. perceives norms or role expectations he14 by the
other as well ~~ by himself for his attributes and
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behavior. In $ given situation, the individual defines
these role efCpectations primaril,Y in view of their source
(reference groqps--this includes generalized others and
significant pthers) and of his own self-conception. Then
he role plays, that is, he performs or enacts the role.
The marriagie is studied through analysis of overt inter--
acts (inte;raction of role playing) cast in the marital
structure.
The app~oach focuses on role and on such problems as
position and interposition relations, which become the
basis for aut~qrity patterns and initiative taking. Every
position assumes some counterposition just as every role
presumeS" ,s.01Jl~ counter-role. ,For example, one cannot talk
abou.tthebehavior of husband without reference t·o the
position of .th~ wife and so on. The approach also focuses
on processes of communication, conflict, problem-solving?
decision ~aking and stresp reaction; and other aspects of
marital interaction from dating to divorce or death.
Of speci~lsigni£icance for the social worker is that
marriage offers j3., unique opportunity to study 9C?ntinuing
socialization processes and personality with which symbolic
int~ractiorr.is pri$arily conqerned.
Summarz
This chp.pter reviews previous efforts to explicate
symbolic interaction, defines some of the words used by
symbolic interactionists, reviews the fundamental
assumption$ underlying the interactional approach and
points out what in the concepts is useful as a way of
conceptualizing and understanding marriage.
, "
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PERSONALITY AS A MA.JOR DETERMINANT
IN "MARTT1tL----TNTERAJJTTDTI(
Tbe purpose of this chapter is first to describe the
concept of personality as it has been used in the inter-
actional approach to the study of marriage. The term
personality ~ill be defined in relation to Mead's theory
and the $ocial psychological approach as represented by
Stryker, BU:r~,ess, Miyamoto, and Dornbusch. Second,
personal~ty will be examined as a component of marital
interaction~ It is suggested that personality is a major
determinant in marital interaction and competence in
marital interaction involves a person's capacity for
response tp the other. The focus will be on the social
aspects otthe personality since it is not within the
scope of this chapter to do more than delineate some
basic issues ~;n determining the effect of personality on
marital interaction. Interaction as used here refers to
the reciprocaJ. activity between two persons, hence, it is
not possibl~ to comprehend the action fully without some
knowledge of the persons. Personality is an essential
concern in the interactional approach.
The','Problem of De~rinitions
Persona;Ij.. "Gy as a term has suffered much. of the same
abuse as other words whose meaning varies with context,
tone of voice, and referent. Although 'personality· in
popular usag~ can denote a quality such as sex appeal,
here the basic denotation will be the per$istent atti-
tudes or predispositions of an individual.
In order to understand the term personality from
the interabtional point of view, it is necessary to
restate l'1e'a,d' s approach to the person as seen in the
development of the concept 'self'. Mead (1934) treats
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the self as ~he result of the social experiences of the,;
individual and adheres to the argument of the impossibil-
ity of a perao,n developing a self without an accumulation
and integr.atio.n,of, soc,ial experiences~ He further states
that,
The unit'y and.st.ructure of the com~
plet.e self reflects the unity.and
structure of the social. process as ·a
whole; and e.ach.of the elementary
selves of which. it is composed re-
flects the unity.and. strnc.ture.of
one of the various aspects of that
process in which the individual is
implicated ,- .. (Me.ad ,1934, p .... 144) .•
I~ other words, Mead defines the self as the intro-
~ection by the person of various social experiences
which in tUFTl: become an object not only for the person
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but for others. The self is' an organization of attitudes
of individuals and groups; Mead implies th~t personality
arises as this organization becomes defined.
Although ~ea,d uses personality as synonomous with
the total p~ganized self, it is necessary to point out
that he empha$~zes the cognitive aspect of self~ He
eliminates habits and affective qualities from consider-
ation as part ,of the self but leaves an opening for thei.r
r.eturn by the use of the 'I' which becomes the i.nitiator,
the actor, and the responder. The II' is the original
innovating, unpredictable quality of the person that
exists only in the present, since the moment the 'I' acts
it has passed into the 'me' or the objective self. The
'I' is the vitalizing agent and the 'me' is the structure.
"Taken together they constitute a personality as it appears
in social experience" (Mead, 1934, po l78)~
The philosophy of George Mead continues to influenc.e
the interactional a,pproach but it is not often made ex-
plicit. Burges$' (1926) discussion with its emphasis on the
unity of inter9-cting personalities, implies the self as he
presents the social image as the basic reality for study.
The social image is defined as the conception of one's
role, whicp. is the social r.eality of the personality. The
unity of interacting personalities ~H the family is
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reminiscent of Mead's approach to the social process as a
unity.
Stryker (1959) focuses art personality as one of two
major cong~~ns facing the interactionists. The other is
socializatrion. His recognition of personality as an
organization of persistent behavior patteJ:'ns is consistent
with Mead and Burgess. However, he challenges the social
psychologi$t to account for the existence of this organi-
zation and its relationship to social processes. In
attempting to define the self, Stryker struggles wi.th the
tIt and,t: me f concep~ts of Mead and settles for a combination
of reflexive activity and a set of identifications.
In an early paper Miyamoto and Dornbusch (1956) empha-
size the influen~e of others' responses on the self. Their
findings serve~o develop the interactional approach to the
personality ~ndto indicate the complexity and importance
of self-conception in interaction. They found that the
relevance of the attitude of the other to self-conception
increases the more the response of the other was incorpor-
rated into the organization of the self. The actual re~
sponse of the other was found to be less important than
the subject's perception of that resvonse or his opinion
of the attitude of others toward him.
Personalityas used in the interactional approaeh 1_8
significant for social process. It is an organized
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structure which has resulted from interaction \nJith others.
Personality is the developed psychological organi-
zation of the individual that includes his attitudes, idea.s,
and habits. Personality determines the individual's capaci-
ty for response, and is expressed in consistent behavior
patterns.
Pe~sonality as a Determinant
Personality is an integral part of marital inter-
action. Its ~tructure serves to set limits on the inter-
action. In Levinger's (1965) terminology marital co-
hesiveness is t~e product of the positive attractions with-
in the marriage, the barriers to its dissolution, and the
absence of att~actions from other sources. When barriers
dissolve and extramarital attractions become more access-
ible, the cohesiveness of a marriage depends on the
strength of attraction within the relationship. Personal-
ity is a major source of attraction, and it is through
skill in the interactional process that the attraction is
maintained. The inability of one spouse to interact
positively within the limits of his own and his spouse's
personality affects the cohesiveness of the marriage. In
the United States two persons generally marry because of a
personal attr<;iction to each other and expect to find SOlne
satisfaction: through the other's ability to provide fo~
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personal needs. Pincus (1960) stresses the relevance of
self-fulfillment to satisfaction in marriage and st~tes
that self-fulfillment involves the expression of the
personality of each partner. Others agree by' noting that
the structure and stability of the family depend upon the
interrel9-tionship of the personalities of the husband and
wife (Lidz, 1963) '(Rapoport and Rapoport, 1965).
Social psychological analysis accepts personality as
expressBd in patterned responses and is concerned with its
totality. Mowrer and Mowrer (1961 ) state that the per son-u
ality of the spouse as a unity through time determines, by
its converg.encewith the personality of the marital partner'}
the success or failure of the marriage. The fact that
specific traits are not considered as significant as the
personality a:s'a whole again reflects the interactional
view of the self.
Personality cqntributes to the structure of the
marriage. Just as the unity of the self reflects the whole
social, experience so does the social experience partake of
the personalities of the actors. Hess and Handel (1959)
state that the ~structure of a family includes the intra-
psychic'orgarit4ation of its individual members" (p. 3).
Using the personality-interaction approach,
Huntington. (1958) .specified that the maritaT re.lationf3hip
.contains three element,s. These were (a) the interaction
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of the partners 1,"lhich includ.ed expressed needs, (b) the
needsarouse~but'inhibited, and, (0) the defenses used to
inhibit needs. ffe recognizes the complexity of inter-
action but states that interaction is more easily under-
stood throu,$h a study of the personalities of the inter~~
actors. The tise of his concepts permits a description
of marital relatfonsb.ips and a way of analyzing the inter~
action as it occurs.
Competence" as an Issue
Since personality plays such an integral part in
interaction it is difficult to separate one from the other.
Nevertheless, the qualitative and quantitative aspects of'
each are importq.nt to consider. In childhood the inter-
action greatly ipfluences the development of the individu-
al personality. In marriage, however, the personality is a
well-define~ unity that greatly influences the interaction~
It may be hypothesized that how the spo11sesrespond in
marital interaction determines the degree of effectiveness
of the interactipn as a means of personal satisfaction.
In this reP9rt competence in marriage is the ability
to meet one's ow!,). needs as well as those of one's spouse.
'Foote and Gottrell (1955) describe six components of inter-
personal competence : health, intelligence, empath;'l,
autonomy, judgmeIlt and creativity. 'rheir d.iscussion focuses
on these components as capacities and abilities of the
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person essential for effective interaction. The~t continue
by defining these 'six components as a more complete deline-
a,tion of :n~a<1's concept'S with intelligence, empathy a.nd
judgment corresponding to I me I a:q.:d health, autonomy,
creativity,; corresponding to 'I I.
The emph9-sis on the:.'components as capacities and,
abilitiesr'8g.uires some attenti.on to the developmental
aspects of competence. If Foote and Cottrell are con-
sistent with Mead then capacities and abilities would change
through the intepaction processa...s,t.he sel:f.'re-spond,ed to
the influence of the other. Fdr example, the intelligence
component includes the capacity to symbolize experience
and to be articulate 'in communication. Although the person-
ality of the a~ult is more defined than that of the child,
change continues to occur through, interaction.. In this in-
stance a positive change would be increased, skill in the
use of words.
Some recent studies have examined competence as it
Occurs in the use of language. These are useful additions
to the interactional approach, since verbal communication
is a signific,?-ptcomponent of interaction. In ~ paper
describing the -concept of verbal accessibility, Pola:g.8ky
(1965) linked. verbal accessibility to the social situ-
ation and the personality. 'His fi.ndings indicate ttl.at
verbal accessibility is relatively stable for indiv~duals
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over time even though wide variations in verbal accessibili-
ty are found by content and social situation. 'l'hus? ver-bal
accessibility -eP1~rges as an important aspect of the person-
ality. In marit~l interaction verbal accessibility, as an
enduring part of the personality assoctated with the use of
symbols, has an essential function. Failure of one or the
other of the part:ners to express adequately his feelings or
attitudes could 'contribute to a more general failure in the
marital· interaction. Competence in this area would appear
to be critical for the marriage.
'. Moreover, the adequacy of expression of feelings and
attitudes to the other is based on the predisposition of
the person f9r s~lf-disclosure. Jourard and Lasakow
(1958) define se~;f":'disclosure as "the process of making the
self known to other persons" (p. 91). Their findings indi-
cate that married persons focus self-disclosure on the
spouse. Since' the amount of self-disclosure varies among
males, females, and individuals, differences in self-
disclosure between spouses is apt to occur. Significant
unresolved differences between the marital partners could
also inhibit.the effectiveness of. the maritalint.eraction.
Although v~rbal accessibility remains relatively
stable, developmep.t does occur in the use and understand-
ing of symbols. Vygotsky's (1962) thesis is that word
meanings develop over time. Using data from expertmental
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studies he presents a conception. of the relationship of
thought to word that stresses process.-
The relation of thought to word is not
a thing" but ,a, process, a continual
movement back andf'orth from thought to
word and from word to thought. In that
process the relation of thought to word
undergoes changes which themselves may
be regarded as development in the
functional s.ense (p. 125).
Vygotsky's thesis poses an interesti.ng question fop
marital inter~ctionists. If word meanings do develop in
such a mann~r; how sign~ficant are discrepancies between
the spouses in this development for effective interaction?
The ability to use words is critical to the personal-
ity not only in the expression of the self but also in
the development of the self. Inadequacies in the use of
words would seem to limit the individual's capacity for
response to the other by limiting his understanding of the
full sense of the other's symbols. A person whose word
meanings had undergone limited development would not compre-
hend the richness of the more fully developed symbol of the
other.
Summary
The interactional approach has been concerned with
personality as a major part in the interaction process
since the philosophical development of the concept 'self'
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by George Mead. In the study of the family, social psy-
chologists have continued to emphasize and further define
the meaning of personality, its structure and function, ip
interactional terms. The overall unity of the personality
and the resultant patter~~ of behavior are more pertinent
to this approach than particular traits. The ideas Qf
Mead are implicit in these later definitions. Since
personality determines and is determined by social inter-
action, interpersqnal competence emerges as a central
issue in marital interaction. Foote and Cottrell'-s cat~­
gories of health, intelligence, empathy, autonomy, judg-
ment and creativity emerge as capacities integral to
effective interaction. More useful to the symbolic inter-
actionist, however, are hypotheses about the use of
language and its impact on the success or failure of the
interactiop process as conceptualized by Polansky and
Vygotsky ..
CHAPTER IV
COT1r1UNICATIDN Il'fJl7IltRRTAGE"
This chapter reviews the concept of com.municat~..on in
marriage as presented in recent research literatuxe.
First, the various definitions of communication and the
definition accepted by this project as a basis for develop-
ment are reviewed. The concept of power as it is related
to communication in the marital relationship is discussed.
Finally the determinants of communication, functions of
communication, and the patterns orr:.·.communication are
presented.
Communicati6nTIefined
Although cOlllIDunication "... as a subject for con-
templation h<;l.s a history almost as long as that of writing"
(Birdwhistell, ~962, p. 194), it has been a focus for
scientific res~arch, with a few notable exceptions, since
just before World War II. There has been a steady incr~ase
of interest in communication in several fields includi,ng
those of marri~ge and family research, social work, and
psychotherapy. Various disciplines, including sociology,
psychology, and social psychology, have studied communi-
cation. Many definitions and theories have developed.
Thayer (1963) discusses the problems of theory buildi.ng
around the concept of communication pointing out that in a
recent six year period more than 25 II ••• conceptually
different referants", (p. 219) had been offered for this
term. In 1961 Cherry wrote
. . . the various aspects of communi-
cation, as they are studied under the
different disciplines, by no means
form a unified study; there is certain
common ground which shows promise of
fertility, nothing more (p. 2).
The definitio.ns of communication reported in this
chapter represent only a token sample and reveal consider=
able conceptual differences. These definitions are
offered as a first step toward analyzing the importance of
\
communication in the mar~tal relationship, the primary
concern of this chapter.
Cherry (1961) described communication as ".
eSgentiallya social affair" (p. 3), and offered a broad
definition as'
/. ,. ,.,the establishment of a social
unit from individuals by the use of
language or signs. The sharing of
common sets of rules, for various
goal seeking activities (p. 303).
Blau ahd Scott (1962) have linked interaction and
communi.~ation to
. . . refer to the same processes but
to different aspects of them. The
concept of social interaction focuses
principally upon the formal character-
istics of social relation: such terms
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as frequency, initiative, supe+,-
ordination, and reciprocity indi-
cates its dimensions. The concept
of communication. •.• directs'
attention to the meaningfUl content
conveyed in the encounter, and.its
characteristics are described by
such terms as flow. of messages, ob-
stacles, positive and negative
reactions, and exchange(p. 3,6).
Romans (1950) points out that the" ••• word conmn;p.i-
cation is neither gene~al enough in one sense nor specific
enough in anot;h.er" (p.• 37). People tend t:o think of co~uni­
as a process taking. place only through words. Homans in-
·cl\ldes both verb'al and nonverbal communication under inter-
action. ·He states that ,Communication
••• may meanthe·content.of the
message, signal. or . 'coinmunicatio;p.' .
be ingtransmitt·e.d, ·orthe "pro.ce.ss
of t;ransmissi.,on.itself., .as ..when
people speak..of. !me.thods of com-
munication' -, . or '.to the. sheer fact ,
aside from content or process of
transmission,that one person has
communicated withanother,(.p. 37) ~
Schacht,er (19§Q)succintly defines the term:
ft ••• commu:nic~tion, the process of one person talk~I.l~ to
another, as 'tHe mechanism of induction, .,~.e., the mean's
, . - ..
by which inflllep.ce is exerted" (p. 275).
Virginia ~a.t~r (1964) indicates that communication
",can mean interaction or 'transaction" and that it gellel' ...
ally re.fers to both verbal and nonv.erbal.behav.i.or within
a social context. "Communication also includes a.ll those
symbols and clue$ used by persons in giving and receiving
meaning" (p. 63).
Verbal, nonverbal, and a combination of both are modes
of communication throughout life (Ehrenwald, 1963, c).
Communication can be viewed as a " . . . dynamic pI'oces~ in
a totally integpa.ted individual with expressive activity
observable in his overt behavior" (Barbara, 1963, p. 16Q)~
Communication can be healthy or not. "People are alwaJT~
in the process of communication--speaking, gestures, no\.'1[
we move, how we dress,a sense of tOUCh, and all those
other ways of expressing one's self" (Barbara, 1963,
p. 167).
Mead .(1934) made some important observations about
communication. He pointed out that ideal communicati9A
occurs when "the individual would affect himself as he
affects other~ in every way" (p. 327).
Bonner Qt95~) expressed a similar thought when he
stated that communication is more than the transmission
of abstract ide~s but is also " . . . the act of putting
oneself in' the place of another person's attitude, where·'f'.
in the symbol that affects another $.ffects the individual
• _ ",,1
himself in the same manner" (p. 69).
Karlsson (1963) in speaking specifically of communi-·
cation in marriage states that this is not primarily one of
Il
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transmission of symbols but fl ••• rather a problem of
transmitting in some cases certain items of information,
namely characte:ristics of role-expectations, intentions,
feelings of love and respect, etc., and in other caSes not
transmitt irig them Il (p. 38) 11
Ruesch and Bateson (1951), whose definition of com.....
munication is referred to in Chapter 'IT, state
• . . communication does not refer to
verbal, explicit and intentional
transmission of messages alone; as
used in our sense, the concept of com-
munication would include all those
processes by which people influence one
another (p. 5 & 6).
Communication has been described in broad as well as
narrow concepts. It has been used by some interchangeably
with interaction. It has been desoribed as the content of
the message or signal be~ng transmitted. Communication
has also been described as "•.• the act of putting one-
self in the place of another person's attitude" so that
• the symbol that affects another affects the indivi-
dual himself and in the same manner" (Bonner, 1953, ~. 69).
For'the purpose of this writing, Ruesch and Bateson's
definition of communica'tion will be used. Within this
framework, communication will be described as a single
act. For example, when A makes a statement t,o B, the
process produces change in A and in B. Com..munication is
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that part of the total process.of interactipn, which. has
been described by. Huntington (1958) as ". • " the iNay the
actions of each.person repeatedly influence those of the
othe~ in an unfolding sequence '1 (p. L~5). Ruesch and
Bateson's definition'seems fitting for the purpose of this
project since it includes all forms of 'communication and
also provides the possibility of analyzing cha~ge~
Levels of Communication
Ruesch and Bateson (1951) discussed four levelS or
networks of communication which can influence any relation-
ship ,iIlc~udingthat of marriage " These leve·ls are Intra-
personal, Interpersonal, Group, and Culture ..
'rheintrapersonal communication network is
distinguished by a single participant, the individual him-
self, with both the origina~d destination of the messages
located within the sphere of one organism.. Error cor-
rection is difficult, since the system of codification
cannot be examined directly by more than one person
(Ruesch a:nO,r Bateson, 1951).. What the individual brings' to
"
marriage is at least partially determined by his inner
communication system ..
Inte:rpersonal,corn.munication, one to one, is charac-
terized1by an exchafige of r~ceiving, transmitting, and
evaluating messages. Oorredtion of information is
possible since both the origin and destination of the
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message may be known to the sender and receiver. This pere-
mits information items as they 'are transmitted and :r~eceived
to complement each other, If •• • but the complementation is
never complete. '." • 'rhe human individual can never per-
ceive himself; perfectly in relation to others" (Ruesch and
Bateson, '1951, p. 280). This assumption is 'important i:n.
the marriage relationship particularly in the perception
of one's own ~ole and the role, of the partner.
Group.network communication is characterized in two
ways: first, by lI o'ne person to many, IT or primarily as a
one-way flow of messages from the center to the periphery;
or one more active in transmission 'tiith many concerned with
receiving. Second" byi'many persons to one ~" or a one-way
flow of messages toward the center (Ruesch and Bateson,
1951). The marital relationship can thus be influenced by
others outside the" maritalpair-~kin, friends, employer-
em:p'~oyee, fe1:J0W' e'mployees, , and all other groups. How this
influence at'£'ectsthe marital pair will in turn affect
their ownco:rnmunication system and roles.
The fourth co.m.municationnetwork, cultural is also an
important communication influence to the two persons who
constitute a· given marriage. This network is described as
the "unperceived sys,tem. It The individual does not recog-
nize the source or destination of messages with both source
and destination unknown. Thecommunlcation moves from
1+9
"many to many,," People are often uhaware of being either
receivers or senders of messages" "Rather the messages
seem to bean unstated description of their way of living"
(Ruesch and Bateson, 1951, 'p. 281-2)" From this cultural
network come IQ,essages about symbolization, language, ethics,
tradition, child rearing practices, trade customs, cere-
monies, and theories of man's relationship to the universe
and to his felloiw man" All of these cultural components
are communicated to each person in Whatever culture he may"
originate and live. All influence the individual's person-
ality and to a considerable degree determine: the.el'ements
which he brings to any relationship inclUding that of
marriage"
Lidz (1963) writes about language as one of the impor-
tant means of communication, pointing out that fl •••
language I is an i:Q.herent part of the cult:ure and in itself
formsa'major determinant of how a person thinks" (P. 79).
He adds that language "" ". permits and delimits the way
in which one thinks so completely, that one can scarcely
grasp that persons raised in other cultures have very
different, but equally valid ways of experiencing and of
thinking according to other systems of logic" (p. 79).
Lidz, in his stateme;nt, has added a dimension to Ruesch and
Bateson's position as stated above.
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Power
,~_"j ,Wl.
COmInunfc"ation is the expression of power.. Blau (1.964)
describes power as the ability of an individu.al to 8et w4at
he wants without having to modify his own conduct~ Th.:i..e
definition, b~cause it is comprehensive, will 'be used in
this chapter"
Briar (1964) points out that each family has to ~olve
the pr.oblem of authority and 'power with many pa.tterns
developing. The more powerful members of a family aet the
style and fl. • • predominate'in the pattern of interaotions"
(Murrell and Stachowiak, 1965, p,. 17), The power is usually
interpersonal and comes from ". • ,alliances and deals,
and certainty of power" (p. 17). The individual in the
f~ily holding the most powe~ is the person who can award
favors, withhold recognition~ and offer criticism or re~
jection_
Heer (1963) lists five possible bases of family power:
(1) external social control, (2)-the
prior internali.z;ation of norms, (3)
discrepancy between actual return and
return expected under an alternative
to the e~isting marriage or family,
(4) relative competence, (5) relative
involvement (p. 139), .
J
I
Since the amount of powYJ:' determines authority in
I
decision making, power is a :rrelevant taetor in pattern
formation as the rules for interaction are established
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between themarita1 pair. Power, as a control factor,
exists to the degree that "..• it is perceived or
accepted by those to whom it is directed" (Ye1aja, 1965,
p. 516) ..
Function of Communication
The functions of communicatJ..on described by various
authors vary almost as widely as do the definitions of
communication itself. The functions of communication
include the maintenance of everyday relationships between
individuals,groups, and nations. Communication machinery
is utilized iIl ,making decisions.. Communication is also
the instrument for ". . ,. socializing new members of
s'ociety", (Schramm, 1963, p. 13.-15).. Communication is com-
ing to know ourselves through others' responses to us.
Communication can also be the'means of supplying entertain-
,ment.
Communication maintains everyday relationships between
individuals, gpoups:, and nations by engineering change and
keeping strain a~ a tolerable level. It also satisfies th~
basic need for humans u •• " to get close to one anotherf'
(Pol~nsky, 1965, p. 1), through the channel of the spoken
word. Schramm (1963) also expresses this thought when he
says that we need communication
· • • simply to maintain the every
day relatiop.ships of human beings
who must live in proximity and must
adjust to each other's needs and
quirk£;;ap,dmaintain a remarkably
efficient and rewarding existence
(p. 15).
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The above statements are adaptable to the mar:i.ta.l
relat":lonship"inde:scribing the essential function of com-
municationbetween hU$band and wife. rfA great part of
'the daily i:n,teraction of ma~riage\,:partners is talk or
other forms of communication" (Folsom, 1958, p. 113).
Communication is an essential tool of decision
making. To 'reach a decision it is necessary to perceive
incoming'signals; to evaluate If ••• which involves
m'emory andt'he retention of past experiences'" (Ruesch
and Kees, 1956, p.,6};andthento transmit and express
the decision and the information upon which the deci$ion
was based. Decision making is a basic elem.ent of all
interpersonal and group relationships.
Karlsson (1963) discusses socialization as tra,ns-
mitting tllJ'Qughlinguistic communication "••• the
fruits of expe~ience from generation to generation,
gradually accuDlulatingand institutionalizing techniq~es
of coping with the environment and for living together
that each child must acquire" (p. 78). Through this
',process ,the individual learns how to vie'w ana. evaluate
his behavior and act with reference to himself and to
others.
The concept of one I s self is cODlDlunicated to hi.m from
others' re~ponses (Stryker, 1959). This process, both
gradual and 'continual, begins with the earliest moments of
life, and h~s ma~or influence on the developing person-
ality, and continues through allot l1.te's stages, including
that of the marital relationship.
Karlsson'(l963) in considering the marital relation-
ship lists the functions ot communication as letting the
spouse lcnow of role e~pectation which in turn notit'ies each
marital partner o~ the .ad~ustments each 1s required to make;
letting each spouse knowtromthe other; the feeling of love
and tender emotions each has tor the other; and transmitting
, "
feelings of respect and adiniration. COJllllunicating dissatis-
, factions enables the othe~ spouse to minimize them and is a
prerequisitetorallad.1ustment.
Enter't'ainment,to'aJDuse and direct (Babcock, 1958),
is an importantintluencewhether this communication co~es
through individual contemplation, or from the written or
spoken word addressed to one or to ma~. Entertainment can
turn one's thoughts to the past, ~o the present, or to the
promise of tomorrow. Such'communication can be very personal,
and may evoke emotional response which.can influence behavior.
nMan's concept ot the world is acquired tluaough social
action and communication, and these acquired vi.ews are the
foundations upon which will rest the future organization
of his surroundings" (Ruesch and Bateson, 1951, p" 35).
Communication may not always achieve "n$althylt goals, Com~
munication and interaction are processes which arevr~lner~
able to distortion andabu$e, The next chapter describes
this form of dysfunction in detail.
Com..nlunicationDeterminants
. '_' ,,:....; " 4.,r, ," ~-, ....
Communication will be discussed with respect to three
general determinants of effective communication: pel"son~
ality, social, andculturalf&ctors.
P-ersonalit:y;.
Personality, the subject of·Chapter III,is discussed
here only in relationship tocoriununication. Ehrenwald
(1963c) points out that man's communicative behavior
". . • must have started when and where he made his fir'st
appearance: in the family" (p. l~l). The mother-infant
relationship hegins to sh&pethe personality of the infant.
The child's early communication is preverbal or nonverbal.
The mother's response to the infant plays a significant
part in how the child learns to communi.cate ~
Ackerman (1958) has described personality as ". II! ~
the product of the interaction and mer'ging of the :i.ndi~
vidual organism and its environment" ••• " (PI!! 4'8) ,
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Mowrer and Mowrer (1961) write about personalit~
ft ••• in terms of the role of the indivIdual in the·
. group" (p.30) pointing out thatth:iscon.ception of persoll-
ality began. ,in part wIth WIlliam James I statement that the
ft, ••• individual has 'asmsnY selves as there are pt:trsons
who recognize hi~'and carry an imageo! him in their
minds)" (p, 30).· Personality deve~6ps over time and with
each experience frominfl3.ncy to adulthood.
Luckey (1964) describes the marria.ge relationship as
largely ,depending upon ft ••• whata person thinks he is and
what he' thinks the other personis"(p. 136), Understanding
;'
and communicatIon are '. based on tllese perceptions, and are
factors inmari.,ta1 satisfaction., '.
~Barbara(1963) illdicates that the .·healthierperson-
ality and the individualwitllDlot'ea.wareness is also the
person who creates the most 8.c~urate map of himself, most
realtsticallysees himself, and is the person who is able to
n •• ~ verbalize 'facts, si~uations,or feelings as they a.re
t
alldnot as they.sllouldbe" (P.l?3).. Personality is thus·
thought, of as adetermint\nt'6f',communication,andprovi~esa
. focus for IIarper' 8(1958) ".. • first prerequisite for
genuine communication o££eelingsU in marriage in "an
.atmosphere of safety. The spouse ••• must feel it safe
to say how he or she r~ally£eels.It:;(p~-, l09}:•.' Suohsaf·f~ty
comes from a spo~se'sltselr-conridence, self-respect, and'
self-love; • ~ .., • strep.gthof ego; conception or (the Jlla.te t ~)
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personality; ••• prizing of forthrightness; ••.•
conviction of strength of (the spouse's) love .... ft
(p. 109).
In ha,rlIlony with Harper's statement is Polansky's
(1965) observation that individuals with "••• unre-
solved problems i.n the Schizoid spectrum" (p. 35) can
not tolerate closeness with another human being nor pertUit
themselves to trust. These persons would not be able to
communicate that which w()uldthreaten ·their personal in-
volvement and thus would not be able to form a close
relationship in marriage, nortocoDUllunicate .adequately
on an interpersonal level.
Social
Wolfe and Snoek(1964) point out that social 'position~
is n. ~. .' ess'entially a relational concept t indicating:the
person's relationship with a social system and with other
members o£that system" .(p. 4,31). An :individual can have
several s6c1al positions, eac~with a different social
system and wi·th other, or sometimes. with the same,' indi-
viduals. A person's behavior in any given position will
be determined by internalized influences such as hispwn
background, traiJ;iing, personal needs, aspirations, and
goals as well as by forces originating in the' envirOll~entit
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Social position is a determinant in communication.
Social po'sition 'pr'9!scribes' to' a cons.iderable degree ~lith
whom and. in what manner one 'shouldcommunicat'e" Communi-
cation can also be affected by bothint'ernal' and external
forces. This, in turn, can affect the relationship of all
the individuals~directlyand indirectly, concerned. In
other words, {i' m'an's position ina business firm will not
only serve as a clue as to how and with whom he communi-
cates but will also affect his wife's communication
patterns.
Cultural
Lidz (1963) points out that one of the cardinal
functions of the family is"••• the transmission of the
b~sic adaptiv~ techniques Of the cult,ure to the childrenfl. .
(P. 112). Language has a central role in the parents'
"nurturing and directing the child's lingUistic a.bilities."
Lap:guage is: l.lsed by man ".'.. .to transmit and assimilate
the instrumentalities and institutions of the culture"
(Lidz, 1963, p. 113) whichma,n .need,sforadaptation. M~n
is.also''.. • dependent upon learning useful and.' valid
meanings to enable him to be adaptable to new conditions"
(Lidz, 1963, p. 113).
Culture becomes a personal component transmitted to
each individual from the particular environment and circum-
stances of his own life. Forinst.ance, words not only
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represent" ." the cu.lture's language and their sha.red
meanings" butwordsa.lso ta.ke onparticula.r meanings
through "an individual's idiosyncratic ,experienceS with
the symbol and with what it denotes l1 (Lid:z;, .i963 , P'" 88)~
. Communication Patterns: Some Relevant Concepts
Various authors have tried to conceptualize marria.ge
interactional patterns in a number of theoretical ways.•
The concepts used include roles, need complementarity,
homogamy, homeostaeis, and cohesiveness. These' concepts
will'be described within the framework of communication as
this is discussed in the literature.
Roles,
Karlsson(1963)sta.tes that there ar.e two positions in
marriagewi:th eac~,spouse having his particularroleexpec-
. '
tation.There are four basic·role differences in each
marri.age:, the husba.ndandhis role and ,how he sees his
wife's role; the wife a;r+dher role and how she sees the
:'~ .
husband's role.,.. l'1ar~tal'sc3.tisfactioncomes from two
sources: the roles each partner plays and the expectation
of roles of the spouse. Karlss.on (1963) states thatcom"-
munication is a. basic process in. marriage, "and that com-
munication about role-expectations, intentions, and feel-
ings of love and respect must occur. Burgess (1926)
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points out that ft. • • every person has, with more or less
awareness, a conce'ption of his role, not only in societ1'
but in all the groups of which he is a member. Hehasa
oonceptipn of bis own rol.ein the family and of ~lhat roles
each family 1Ile:mber shouldhaveft (p. 5).·
Marriage partners maintain relationships outside .t~e
marriage. The,se include such relationships as employer-
employee, 'kin, friends,bu,siness, and social agencies; in
fact:' any occasioll which brings about any form of commun~­
cation'betwe~p.· two or more people. Each spouse carri~s a
variety of roles depending upon the interaction of the
moment. Roles and role expectations alter with time and
events. The abi;1ity to modify role.to meet change deter-
mines the effects of each crisis. "Inadequate methods of
meeting change :rpul:tiplyuntil the fa.milymembers are unable
to adequately satisfy the interpersonal needs of members"
(Murrell and Stachowiak, 1965, p. 15).
Complementarity
Another pattern, promoted especially'by 'Winch (1952),
is "need complementarity" in! mate' selection and marriag~..
This theory isba~edon the premise that each individual
seeks It ••• within his or her field of eligibles for th,,~
,.,
pers-an- who gives the greatest promise oiprovi.ding h~,m. or
her with maxi1mum need gratification" (Winch, p. 406).
Ktsanes (1955~ explains that this theory covers at least
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two possible types of complementary patter~s between married
couples: first, a theory based on the difference in the in-
tensity of identical needs; and se90nd, a theory based on
the differenc~ in the kind of need.
Rosow (1957) points out that most of the studies of
need complementarity theory are limited since they do not
take into consid~~~tion the changing needs of the partners.
-Homogamy
Homogamy can be defined as the t~ndency for "like to
seek like in mate choice." This suggests selection in the
direction of self image with similarity in such charac~
teristics as fI . biological, temperament, social ap.d
cultural background, age, race, ethnic group, previous
marital status, interests, religion, and. intelligence"
(Kernodle, 1959, 'p. 149). Coitimuni-cation would be an es-
sential process iIi-the transmittal of these character-
"
istics between the marital pair.
Homeostasis
HoIrleostasis is equated with "control theory" by
Jackson (1959;p. 126) and is described by Meissner (1964)
as follows: "!amily behavior is perceived of a.s circular
rather than linear as governed b:y homeosta'tic patterns of
interaction which operate within the transaction system to
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preserve the balance of forces and needs lT (p. 23).
Montalvo (1963) refers to communicati.on as a means of main-
taining homeostasis in that this is used as the method of
feedback which can affect behavior or outcome so that the
agreed upon balance is maintained, This can ser,-'ve in
healthy as well as dysfunctional families. Titchener,
et &., (1963) points out that homeostasis is balance or
equilibrium achieved through ada.ptati.on of family members
both as individuals and as members of the family unit.
Communication, organization, control, and perception are
essential elements in the adaptive process.
'Cohesiveness
Marital cohesiveness or the strength of the marital
relationship ca~be considered as the "~a •• direct
function of the attractions within and the barriers around
marriage, and an inverse function-.of- such attractions and
barriers from other relationships" (Levinger, 1963, p. 19).
There are many cohesive forces. Among these are emotional
attachments, meeting. of individual needs within the system,
and valuing the system of marriage itself. Disruptive
forces are those opposite to the ones referred to as cohesive.
Both cohesive and disruptive forces can occur from within
and from outside the system. (Karlsson, 1963) e.
A major factor of cohesiveness is the ability of th.~
marital partners to communicate their thoughts, feelings,
plans, and hopes to each other. People vary in their
ability to communicate. This can be "true of indivi.dual
memb"ers of a family as well as individuals within a par-~
ticular socio-economic cuIture (Komarovsk~y-, 1964).! When
communication is not free, the marriage may become less
cohesive. The marital partners are then more likely to
look to c1;l.ildren, relatives., friends, employment, apo.
other individual pursuits as a major means of satis-
faction. In other words, c ommunic.at ion , particularly
through the spoken word allows humans, marriage partners,
to "get close" (Polansky,1965, p. 1).
Summary
Communicati.on, that is, the process of influence, is
a vital part' of the life of every individual. Communi-
cation influeAc.es the development of personality; ~nd
affects all interpersonal relationships. Communication
makes it possible "... to know what we are through
other$' respons8e to us" (Stryker, 1959, p. 116). Gom-
munication in marriage is an essential quality in develop-
ing marital patterns. The cohesiveness of the marriage
depends to considerable extent on the ability of the
spouses to communicate. Communi.cation can serve not qnly
to establi?h rtheal thy" marital patterns but can also
produce disruptive forces. Th~ next chapter considers
this statement in some detail.
CHAPTER V
The prese:p.t chapter examines what is actually 'h.appen-
ing in marriage and how some of the interactionists have
been able to ident~fy patterns, how these were classi-
, ' ,
fied, and the interrelationship of patterns identified by
some clinicians. By patterns is meant repetitive se-
guences of actions, somewhat automatic, which are used by
families in'adaptation (Titchener et ll' 1963)" Cur:rent
patterning will be placed in context by a brief history of
some early awareness of group and family behavior and some
early attem.pts to categorize behavior into patterns.
E&rly Recognition of Behavibr Patterns
;
From the literature it appears that behavior patterns
in large groups were recogn~zed earlier than those in families.
In this respect 'the more bizarre phenomena caught the im-
agination of write'rs.. As early as 1832, J. F. K. Hecker
(1859), in Epide~ics of the, Middle Ages ,., ~.1Jt..e.mpted to show
how the individua:Lih,as bound to the group by imitat:i,on and
compassion. He d'e~cribed ma;q.y, epidemics of' mental disorders~
In 1841, Cparles Mackey (1932) pointed out in Memoir.§.
of ExtrCl.ordinq,ryPopular' Delusions, an i~t,l?re~ting delusion
which occ"urred during"t;h~ Crusades when hundreds pf
thousands of people aoted Qn·a shared be+ief, irrespective
of the groups involved with maneuvering, power struggles.,
or other material gains.
In 1877, Lasegue and Falret (1964) published their
work on folie a deux. This term applies to a mental dts-
order (usually paranoid) which occurs at the same time in
two close associates. This happens most frequently be-
tween a parent and child, husband and wife, or two sisters.
In the 1890's family breakdowns were considered in
terms of 'intra-family' rather than in terms of 'inter-
action'. What clinicians now regard as symptoms (drunken-
ness, laziness, etc.) were seen as causes, and attempts
were made to change the famili.es through personal in-
fluence and persuasion. Diagnostic thinking then turned
to preventive measures such as social reform in housing,
working conditions, and health care (Rich, 1956).
By the 1920's social workers had become more
knowledgeable concerning social and psychological vari-
ables. Emphasis was placed on interaction within the
family following Burgess' (1926) article on "The Family
as a Unity of Interacting ~ersonalities.II This article"
was a conscious effort to view the unity, growth and
change of the family as a product of its interaction.
During the depression years there was a growing
awareness of the need to identify the role of family
interaction in the family's ability to withstand crises~
\
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In an effort to classify the families who could withstand
the ordeal of economic loss with the least strain, Robert
Cooley Angell (1936) studied fifty families who had
received public assistance for a year. The families were
divided intp four primary types: 1. Integl'lated, hlghly
adaptable; 2. Integrated, moderately adaptable; 3.
Integrated, unadaptab1e; 4. Unintegrated. By 'integrated'
Angell meant ". • . bonds of coherence and unity runn,ing
through family life, of which common interests, affection
and a sense of economic interdependence are perhaps the most
prominent" (p. 15). By 'adaptability'he meant the flexi-
bility of the family as a unit. He conclu.ded that even a
moderate degree of adaptability would pull families with any
integration through all but the worst crises.
In a study of families' adjustments to crises due to
war....;time separation and reunion, Reuben Hill (1949) found
that
• • • the families with good marital
adjustment made the best adjustment
to separation, the families with poor
marital adjustment made the next best
adjustment (by the closing-of-ranks
technique) and the families with fair
marital adjustment made the poorest
adjustment to separation. ' •.. In
the reunion we find a similar pattern
(p. 233).'
Hill listed six "ingredients" for patterns which pre-
dieted .family success in adj"l,1.sting, and which seem directly
or indirectly related to interaction:
. . • the recognition of inter-
dependence of all members upon one
another, the satisfaction of play-
ing one's roles in the famil.y what-
ever they are, the sharing of home
management duties among all members,
the flexibility of the family when
f'acing new situations, the adequacy
of intra-,familycommunication, and
the opportunities for growth ,and
development in the family milieu
(p. 322).
Some patterns of behavior which were identified
very early have been highlighted, as well as the pro-
gression iIi diagnostic thinking of social worke'rs from
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intra-family causes of family breakdown through extra-
family pressures and to interaction within the family.
During the depression many studies attempted to discover
the effect of particular situations on a family's adjust-
ment. Much theorizing and research continues in the area
of identification of the variables which operate in
patterns of marital and family interaction.
Framework For Understandi.ng Interaction Patterns
Each person enters marriage with the hope that the
.relationship will surpass all others in intimacy and
permanence. Each brings personality traits and other
determinants whic.h affect the eapacity for adjusting or
coping. These determinants may be thought of as
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resources which one brings to the marriage. They include
many things which each has ineorporated into his 'self,'
such as patt~rn of the like-sex parent, psycho-social
defenses, expectations, ethnic background, religion and
depth of commitment, constitutional factors, and social
class. Marriage, in reality, beeomes a fitting together of
the two personalities and other ~eterminants brought to the
marriage.
Conceptualization of some variables which operate in
marital interaction have been discussed in previous
chapters. The difference in the use of each variable deter-
mines the type of interaction pattern which develops.. The
patte~;n may be functional, which means that there is an
effective means of problem-solving, or dysfunotioIlal, which
indicates an ineffective means of problem-solving.
Interaction is more easily understood and analyzed
within a framework. Such a framework developed by Hess and
Handel (1959) considers five basic processes in a family ..
These involve individual effort and, at the same time, con-
siderable interaction betWeen family members. All five
processes seem relevant for even the most laissez-faire
family or marriage and form a framework of patterns toward
which families strive either consciously or unconsciously.
They are:
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1. 1TEstablishing a pattern of separateness and
connectedness~"
2. "Establishing a satisfactory congruence of
images through the exchange of suitable
testimony."
3. "Evolving modes of interaction into central
family concerns or themes. tf
4. "Est~blishingthe boundaries of the famil~r' s
world of experience."
5. "Dealing with significant biasocial issues of
family life, as in the family's disposition
to evolve definitions of male and female and
of old.er and younger" (p. 4).
In analyzing the interaction of five 'typical' families,
Hess and Handel considered that performance in these
processes gave shape to the families 1 lives.
A description of the way a marital interaction pattern
is formed can be better understood by considering the
striving toward separateness and connectedness that is in-
volved. In the beginni,ng stages of a marriage, there is
exploration of the new roles of husband and wife and how
they fit together. Each partner expects to have his indi-
vidual needs met and these expectations are extended into
the interaction which ensues. Each partner attempts to
understand the other and to establish some consensus in
the idealized 'world of their own' which is in the making 0
In striving for connBctedness, however, one or both
is faced with a threat to his autonomy. The concept of
consensus may be modified because of role strain, and a
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decision concerning the amount of separateness and. con-
nectedness in the marriage is made by the partner with the
most power. In other areas of the marriage the Bame vari-
ables operate in the interaction process. Through repe-
tition interaction patterns eventually evolve.
The concepts of 'separateness' and 'connectedness'
have subjective meanings to each individual, and each
couple develops its own patterns in its own manner.. In
observing many marriages it seems apparent that patterns
resu.lting from this particular process range the 1tJhole con~
tinuum from emotional relaxation and creativity on the
functional end to autistic or psychotic behavior on the
dysfunctional end (Ress and Randel, 1959).
In this framework the five processes are not discrete;
each is carried on simUltaneously with the others. The
myriad ways of accomplishing them complicate the identifi-
cation of resulting interaction patterns in a marriage.
Marital InterGtctionPatterns
Most of t4e literature concerning patterns of marital
interaction comes from clinicians, psychotherapists, and
others who base their pa·ttern classifications on experi-
ence and knowledge gained from direct contact with people
who have marriage problems. They have analyzed and or-
ganized their findings in order to have some way of
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looking at and wo~king with what is happen~ng in a marriage.
Organization of experience into patterns prov·ides a basis
for actual diagnosis and treatment. For this reason, empha-
sis on dysfunctional patterni~lg has taken priori t:;r o"'v-er the
functional in the literature,
Patterns are identified in broad and general terms.
They are only descriptive, as it is extremely difficult to
grasp the large number of variables and a.t the sam.e time
evaluate the use a marital couple makes of these variables
in their own pattern. Clinicians need to examine the
process of interaction as a whole in order to focus on par-
ticular areas of conflict.
Determinants of Disturbance in Marria6e
;
Some authors use their own particular criteria in
determining when a marriage is disturbed, before identify,-
ing the dysfunctional pattern of interaction. Sarwer-
Foner (1963) finds that
One of the major determinants of a
reasonable, versus an unreasonable
.marriage , is the amoun.t of mutval
criticism and derogation witl;l which
the marital partners assault each
other. Withou.t this mutual
destructiveness and with mutual
support for the partner's de-
fenses--the marriage remains
relatively stable despite gross
pathologic traits (p. 38)~
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Mathews and Mihanovich (1963) suggest that empirically
• • • the two most important area.s of
disturbance in unhappy marriages con-
cern the fulfillment of each other's
needs and the kind of interactloIl
which prevails between the spouses
if basic needs are not satisfied
(p. 304).
Ackerman (1958) says that marital disorders are demonstrated
clinically as ". (1) fai~ure of reciprocity of satis-
factions and (2) conflict" (p •. 154).
Other writers distinguish between function and dys-
function in marital interaction from the point of view of
homeostasis, equilibrium, or balance. Montalvo's (1963)
"homeostatic transactions" in dysfunctional families
". • • are truly adaptive in their-· operation, but • .'.
the 'sameness' that they try to maintain is that which
has been established, rather than the transaction that
will allow them to grow" (p. 116). The Spiegel-
Kluckhohn transactional approach, as it is discussed
by Spiegel and Bell (1959), differentiates 'sick' from
'well' families by their handling of role and value con-
flicts.. In 'sick' families a too rapid attempt to change
too many values results in If.
• • a disequilibr.ium in
their relations with each other, with their children,
with relatives, and others" (p. 140). They rind, how-
ever, that
There is 0 • ~ no sharp dichotomy
between the 'sick! and the 'well'
ramilies~ 'Sick' families have
some areas of adequate conflict
resolution, and 'weIll tamilies
haVe some areas of pathological
equilibrlum", .. • .. all families
are involved to some extent in
neurotic interaction, and all
family members in both groups
show mixtures of neurotic and
healthy personality mechanisms(p. 141). c
Ackerman (1958) states succintly that "Effective adap-
tation requires a favorable balance between the need to
protect sameness and· continuity and the need to accommo-
date to change" (p. 85).
Ehrenwald's Patterns
Jan Ehrenwald (1963a) identified five major patterns
of interaction. He developed these from a study using
An Inventory of Traits and Attitudes "contained in a broad
spectrum of more or less habit"Q,al ways of relating"
(1963b, p. 121) which were observed in members of family
groups~ The patterns range from functional interaction,
in what could be considered a well-adjusted family or
marriage, to dysfunctional interaction, to the point of
breakdown, failure, or psychosis. Th~ patterns start at
the functional end of the continuum and extend to the dy's-
functional: (1) Sharing, characterized by a giving-
supportive-affectionate relationship; (2) Contagio~,
described as "a sharing of sick, neurotic or other
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interpersonal attitudes" (Ehrenwald, 1963a, po 12); (3)
Complementary, including the sadomasochistic, domina.nt-
submissive, controlling-compliant relationships; (4)
Rebeliion and resistance, used in response to con-
trolling, domineering or rigid authoritarian attitud.es
in families; ( 5) Incompatibility, vlThere there are
practic~lly no functional interrelatiopships (Ehrenwald,
1963a).
Ehrenwald (1963b) considers contagion to be the
11 .. maladaptive counterpart to patterns of sharing"
(p, 126). He found in the study of one family that thts
pattern was responsible for the spread of neurotic dis-
turbance$ both horizontally and vertically through
several generations. C~ntagion was identified as a
pattern in obsessive-compulsive families and those with
psychopathology such as alcoholism, delinquency, homo-
sexuality, and incest, He concluded that it was not the
nosological entity which was tr.ansmitted but the pattern.s
of interpersonal relationships.
In identifying major patterns of family or marital
interaction, Ehrenwald uses psychological rather than
'interactional terms. An example of the pattern of con-
tagion defined in interactional terms seems, however, to
tHdicate a meaning similar to Ehrenwald's definition:
· . . social interaction in which
a recipient1s behavior changes to
become more like that of another
person, and where this change has
oecurred in a social interaction
in which the initiator (other
person) has not communicated
intent to influence the be-
havior of the recipient
(Grosser, Polansky, &
Lippitt, 1951, p ..115).
MittlemanYs Neurotic Complementary Patterns
Bela Mittleman (1956) classified the dynamics of
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neurotic interrelations into five complementary patterns:
(1)
(2)
(4)
Sado-masochistic.
"... emotional detachment on the part of
one partner (usually the man) with an in-
tense, open demand for love on the part of
the other (usually the woman)" (p. 82).
" Q •• mutual attempt at dominat-ion, cou.pled
with a violent defense" (p. 83).
"Neurotic illness with a plea of helpless-
ness on the part of one mate and an attempt
at extreme considerat·en,ess -on the -part of
the other . . ." (p ...83) .
"... a syndrome where periods of helpless-
ness and suffering are followed by periods of
intense self-assertion on the part of onematB,
and periods of shouldering responsibility ~
followed bya disappointed desire· for love and
support on the part of the other" (p. 8L+-).
Mittleman (1956) stresses the tendency of couples to
".. • .0 complement each other in such a way· as to per-
petuate their pathological reactions th.rough an intra·-
psychic vicious circle of reactions H (p. 87).
?6
Although Mittleman's patterns generally can be included
in or are comparable to Ehrenwald'$ complementary patterns,
pattern two,' "emotiop.al detachment" coupled with a "demand
for love", and pat'tern three, '''mutual attempt at domination g~ ,
might be considered as rebellion and resistance .or varying
degrees of incqmpatibility, depending on the amount of eOrl~'
fIiet present.
ItMarital Schism" and "Mari'Gal Skew't
In families with, schizophrenic patients, the Lidz
group (Lidz ~21.., 1957) found "marita.l schism" and
"marital skew.tt in family interaction. S,chism is dis-
tinguished by parents' threats to separate, coercion,
.recrimination, and derog~t~"ion; in skew" family relation-
ships center around a dominant parent's pathology ft •••
accepted or shared by the other lt (p. 248). Schism is
akin toEhreri.wai"d~s rebe11io:Q. and resistance pattern,. or,
again, to a degree of incompatibility. Skew is similar
to the pattern of contagion."
Berne's 'Gamest
Eric Berne (1961) is among those who are deve~oping
apparently new methods of psychotherapy described in
interactional rather than person.ality terms. Inhis
structural analysis, which is close to traditional
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psychiatry, Berne identifies three ego states in each person,
Farent, Ad\ll t" andOhild, anyone of which ma.y be used as a
. i· , ,
base r'or interaction. The 'Games I identified in transaction-
al analysis are pa~terns of transaction or interaction be-
tween individual's who are in one or another of the ego
states,' involving hidden or ulterior motives or maneuvers
for personal gai.n. The 'Games' used In marriages and the
way in which they are. played determine the degree of 9-Ys-
fup.ction in any mari:tal interaction. A common m.arital
'Game' is called "If It 'Waren I tFo~" 'faun (p. 101), by which
a partner can gain control of the marriage and protection .
against having personal inadequacies or problems revealed.
Haley 'sCommunicative BehaviorPattern:s
Jay Haley :(1963) defines an interpersonal relationship
, as ". • . an exchange ! ot communicat,ive behavior between
two or more people" (p. 5).· This type of behavior can be
observed as opppsed to individual processes which must be
inferred; therefore, the emphasis is on the relationship,
not the individual. All relationships are defined ~~d
controlled by communicative behavior, which Haley has
cl~ssified int;o" three broad :pattern groups: symmetrical,
complementary, and metacomplementary. In the symm.etr~cal
pattern two people exchange the same type of bel1avior"
s.triving for equality, 'which ca.n become ,competitive. The
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complementary pattern includes different types of behavior
on a superior-inferior basis. Maneuvering for cont'rol of
the re-lationship is metacomplementary ~ Ha.ley defines a
pathological relationship as one in which one person tries
to gain control while denying that he is doing so. The
type of cq:rnmunication used in this maneuver' is termed a
! Paradox' .
Haley, a communication'analyst, developed his ideas
from the work of the research group who explored the
nature of communication and developed the concept of the
"double bind lt (similar to Haley's Paradox) in relation to
schizoph~enia. After noting the lag in the development
of terminology other than that used to describe tne indi-
vidual, Haley predicts that "... the ultimate description
• • I
of: rela.tionships will ,be ,In· term,s of ,.pat·tern;s of communi-
cation in a theory of circular systems" (p. 4) ..
Some·Comments on PatternsI .,
Marital interaction patterns have been identified
independently by a number of clinicians. Gener~l simi-
larities in some of the patterns support the assumption
that these patterns are valid. Some patterns~are de-
scribed in terms of the personality, others in ter~i­
nology descriptive of interaction. By rememberingrth.at
the process of marital interaction involves and occurs
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between two personalities it is possible to see through the
confusion ca-qsed by different terminology to the similar
elements. Patterns of 'interrelationship' or of tfar1li~y
relationships' imply interaction, and these element,s in
patterns'are apparent, regardless of how they are de-
scribed.
Few functional interaction patterns are identified.
Emphasis has been placed on dysfunctional patterns because
of the\need for knowledge in treating .disturbed marriages.
It would be of value for practitioners to know what
functional interaction patterns are, not only for com-
J?arison with the dysfunctional but also as guides in. help-
ing cquples'modify:their own interaction patterns.
Complement~ry patterns seem to be the most generally
,.noted. Those described in the literature are predominant-
ly dysfunctional because of the clinicians' experi~~ce in
problem areas' of marital interaetion. Complementary
patterns, however, can also be functional, where the ex-
pectati~~s an~ needs of each par~ner are satisfied by t~e
other .. 'Even in marriages wher.e there is neuroticism or .a.
degree ofpa~hology in one or both partners a complementary
pattern ot interaction can make the marriage stable.,
Mittleman (1956) and the Lidz group (Lidz II ll' 1957)
are among those who have identified patterns concentrated
on certain types of interaction. Others, including
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Ehrenwald (1963), Berne (1961), and Haley (1963), have
taken a broad approach to interaction in classifying
patterns ranging from functional to dysfunctional. Each
uses a different method of viewing interaction:
Ehrenwald uses t~~ effect of personality traits and atti-
tudes on family relationships, Berne employ"s a combiIlRtiion
of psychoanalysis and methods of communicating, and Haley'
uses 'communicative behavior.' The similarities in patterns~
as noted, are apparent.
There is no generally accepted set of criteria used
to develop the classification of interaction patterns~
That so many have identified complementary patterns, for
.-
instance, doesrnot seem to be coincidental, but whether or
not the criteria or methods used are essentially the same
is unknown. Concepts concerning interaction patterns ?-nd
i
criteria used in classification need to. be compared and
evaluated for common factors. The development of a common
interactional language would facilitate the identification
and acceptance of these criteria.
The interrelationship of communication and inter-
action, or communication as.interaction, does not seem to
~be recognized in some pattern classifications. Those of
Ehrenwald (1963) and Mittleman (1956) appear to be based
on the behavior or attitudes of couples or families as
they affect interaction. Berne (1961) in his 'Games' and
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particularly Ha;ley (1963) consider communication as an
integral part of interaction, as is noted in some defi-
nitions in Chapte,r IV. The I communicative behavior I
described by Haley has the advantage of being observable
rather than in£erent~al and may prove valuable in research
as a means of adding to knowledge about pattern formation.
In spite of what has not been done and what needs to
be done, patterns classified from clinical experience are
valuable. Hess and Handel (1959) support the necessity
for an alliance between experience and conceptualization:
Case studies have a particular useful-
ness when they deal with problems at
the forward edge of an area of investi-
gation. They make it possibl~ to
illustrate in detail the referents of
new concepts and to think about their
ramifications..•. Formal definitions
of concepts seldom su£fice to locate
them appropriately; indeed such defi-
nitions often are possible, not to say
fruitful, only after prolonged
acquaintanc,e with the phenomenC:i from
which they issue. A groupo! cases
serves to keep concepts closely re-
lated to the events we wish to
understand (p. v, vi).
Summary
The classification of marital interaction patterns
is comparatively recent, as is the interactional approach.
Knowledge of this approach and of pattern.s i.s as useful
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for social workers as it is for clinicians, and its use
in practice gives an additional dimension to therapy for
marital partners who have problems in the area of inter-
personal relationships.
CHAPTER VI
SOME 1"1EASUREMEN'~r ISSUES
FO~ MARITAL INTERACTION STUnTES
Empirical studies of marital interaction are under-
taken to determine its dimensions or to validate some
hypothesis a.bout it. Two methods frequently used in
recent studies are direct observation of marital inter-
action in a laboratory setting and analy~is of reports
obtained from marital partners. This section of the
report will discuss the usefulness of a general style
of inquiry, but no attempt will be made 'to evaluate
individual studie s ..
Problems of Measurement
Measurement of marital inter~ction shares all the
problems of other stud~es' of behavior.
(1960) summarize by sa?ing:
Selltiz et al
Whatever the purpose . four broad
questions confront the investigator:
(1) What should be observed? (2)
How should observations be recorded?
(3) What procedures should be used
to try to assure the accuracy of ob-
servation? (4) What relationship
should exist between the observer
and the observed, and how can such a
relationship be established (p. 205)~
To add to the problems, a large proportion of marital
interaction is private and personalG
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A form of marital activity which .is most readi1y
available for recording and subsequen~ analysis is verbal
interaction~ Several authors suggest why it is worthy
of study~ Stryker (1959) feels that language is a
peculiarly human emergent.. As such it reflects how
society structures its environment. Ruesch and Bateson
(1951) assert that communication, which is necessary for
a person to know himself or to know about relationships,
is dependent on well-defined symbols among which language
is the most important. Satir (1964) underlines the neces-
sity of communication for marital interaction.
Whenever a person communicates. he is
not o.nly m.aking a statement, he is
also asking something of the receiver
~ •. The receiver, in turn, must
respond, because people cannot not
cOm.IQ.unicate. Even if the receiver
remains silent, he is still communi-
cating (p. 78).
Polansky (1965) believes that verbal communication
has high value in human relationships.
My own feeling is that just as sub-
human anthropoids can proceed so
far, and no farther by means of pre-
linguistic thinking, so in therapy
patients can move only so far by
nonverbal methods (p~ 44).
Direct Measurement of Marital Interaction
Direct measurements are concerned with observing
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and describing actions. In order to observe marital
interaction investigators present a hu.sband and wife
with some task on which they are requested to work
together. This both i~itiates activity and limits its
extent~ The task must be one that seems important to
both partners and one which gives both partners· equal
opportunity for participation. The conditions under
which this activity takes place can be more eastly con-~
trolled in a laboratorJT setting than in the home environ-
ment.
The great advantage of direct obseTvation is the
chance to record action as it happens. People's reports
of what they do are often inaccurate. This is shown in
the Kenkel and Hoffman (1956) study where participants'
reports about their actions in a test situation did not
correlate highly with what they actually did.
Direct observation can note actions other than
verbal exchangesu People are probably less likely to
distort their actions than their reports about actions.
The limitations imposed by a test sit-u:ation give a good
basis for comparison between couples on performances.
This means that each couple is presented with the same
task and that observations are made and interpreted in
the same way each time.
There are some disadvantages to direct observation
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of marital interaction in a test situation. The duration of
the action is limited to a short time, and the observed
action may not be representative of a spontaneous, un-
structured situation.
Haley (1964) felt that family or marital interaction
could best be evaluated by direct observation. This avoids
the distortions of participant perceptionsQ He recognized
I
the difficulties in interpretation of unstructured family
activity in the natural home setting and also the possible
bias a structured, laboratory setting introduced. He
chose conversational interchanges as the most normal means
of communication. Family groups of father, mother, and
one child were given fairly neutral questions to discuss
on which presumably each member would have e~lal right to
speak~ The sequence of responses -- which person spoke
following which other -- was recorded mechanicall;r through
separate microphones for each individual. The resulting
patterns were compared to completely random response
patternsQ The author concluded that a family comprises
an organization because patterns of response differed
significantly from randomness. The degrees to which
families differ could be compared, and families in which
no member was receiving psychiatric treatment were found
to respond in a more nearly random manner. Haley sug-
gested that such random.ness of response indicated greater
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flexibility in communication.
Though Parsons and Bales (1955) did not report origi-
nal studies of marital interaction, the inferences they
drew from work with small groups and in particular" the
classification developed for ca.tegorizing action (Parsons,
Bales, and Shils, 1953) have had far-reaching influence.
They sawall human interactions as par·taking in varying
degrees of instrumental qualities (task accomplishing or
task deterring) and expressive qualities (promoting
pleasant or unpleasant sentiments)~ They defined the
nuclear family as a specialized subsystem of a culture
with characteristics such as role fulfillment by indi-
vidual members, similar to small groups. "They hypothe-
sized that husbands tend to specialize in instrumental
activities-and wives in expressive activities (Parsons
.1
and Bales, 1955),
Strodbeck (1951) devised a test situation where the
interaction of husbands and wives could be studied
directly. The couple was presented various situations
with which they were equally familiar and asked to register
opinions separately. They then compared their answers
and were required to decide on a mutually agreeable re-
sponse for each question~ Measurement was made of the
number and direction of reconciliations as an index of
each partner's influence. An observer also utilized the
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...··Bal·es' ~ystem (Parsons, Bales, and Shils, 1953) to cate-
gorize the types of actions employed in reaching a
decision.
Goodrich and Boomer (1963) set up a test of how
husbands andwiyes reach agreement using charts of color
gradations. D~+iberate variations in the numbering on
individual charts created confusion. The observed inter-
action was eategorized along lines of involvement, ac-
complishmen1t of the task, an.d maintenance of esteem.
Lovelan<t, Wynne, and Singer (1963) devised a more
complicated test situation in which areas of agreement
must be reache(;l. They inclu,ded a child witA the married
couple in a f~ily Rorschach. After previously complet-
ing individual RO;I:'schachs, family members were asked to
find areas of agreement on ink blot interpretations. An
observer behinp. ft one-way screen described nonverbal
actions and rec.<;>ro.ed comment,S on the total actions. Con-
versation w~s tape recorded.
Elbert ~.~. (1964) suggested a plan for studying
family interaction which elaborates on the family
Rorschach. To ..,rlicit projective material they employed a
series of picture cards with concrete family situati~ns.
These wer:e vi~wed' by individual family members and then
discussed ~:n a group. The family also discussed six
questions panging from very neutral subjects to very
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loaded subjects such as description of a family fight~
There was one nonverbal task -- the duplication of a
wooden model~ All actions were recorded by a concealed
observer.
Kenkel and Hoffman (1956) and Kenkel (1959, 1961)
engaged couples in reaching a decision about spenditig a
sum of money~ They felt that this task was sufficiently
interesting and familiar to elicit representative inter-
action. In addition they varied the sex of the observer,
obtained information on values held by the marital
partners, and had the participants record their per-
ceptions of their own activit~es in the test situation.
The tasks were carried on in the presence of an observer
who recorded actions using Bales' categories.
Indirect Measurement of Marital Interaction
..
Indirect measurement of marita+ interaction is con-
cerned with how the situation appears to the participant.
It is dependent on self-report by the participant. This
report is verbal and makes use of either interview,
questionnaire or projective material.
This method of observation has the advan;tage of
access to material which is not directly observable. A
person's view of a situation is very real to that person.
Information obtained by questionnaire is limited to
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written responses to set questions. It tends to assure the
respondent of anonymity and give him time to consider hi.s
answer. Information obtained by an interviewer can include
observations of behavior as well as answers to questj..ons.
Interviews can be used to obtain information from people
who find a questionnaire too complicated or too much
trouble to complete. Projective methods obtain information
without revealing to the respondent what information is
being sought. The subject's responses to some stimulus
like an ink blot or a picture are i.nterpreted. by the in-
vestigator. This avoids the problems of a person's
willingness or ability to reveal himself. The adequacy
of projective material is determined by the qu.ality of -the
interpretation.
There are some limitations on the nature of infor-
mation which can be obtained by self-report. A person
must be willing to make the report. He might not report
something d~aging about himself. He must be able to make
the report. He might be unaware of some things about him-
self.
The following group of studies of marital interaction
investigated participant perceptions of' themselves, of
their partners, and of the marriage relationship.
Karlsson (1963) employed questionnaires administered
by an interviewer to marital partners separately to obtain
their assessments of satisfaction in the marriage and also
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individual sets of personality characteristicsG He found
that traits a member of the marriage perceived in the
partner gave a better index of satisfaction than traits
discovered by tests. His book is also very descriptive of
communication within marriage and of ".. . . adapt;abiltty,
which was tentatively defined as the "ability to adjust
without difficulties to different situations" (Karlsson,
1963, po 79-80) e
Rollins (1962), by methods which are not described in
the abstract, studied marital stability and found cohesion
more strongly correlated with perception by marital
partners that they hold similar values than by actual
consensus in values.
Winch, Ktsanes, and Ktsanes (1954) obtained infor-
mation on the personalities of married pairs through
interviews, case histories and projective tests. Their
subjects were recently married and childless so that
marital interaction would have had relatively little in-
fluence on their personalities.. The authors proposed
the idea that couples simul.taneously satisfy individual
needs which are different or of different intensities.
They found greatest substantiation for this view through
needs discovered at a conscious level by interviews.
In a test of Winch's findings, Murstein (1961) ad--
ministered a variety of individual tests in questionnaire
form to childless couples married a short time and. to
9. :)~,
couples married more than ten yea.rs. He found that there
was no simple dichotomy of needs in ma.rr~iage.. Among the
newlyweds he did not find that the complementarity between
the married pairs differed greatly from men and women from
the sample group matched randomly. In couples married a
long time, he found a homogamous pattern of needs.
Buerkle and Badgley (1959) at Yale presented marital
partners separately with questionnaires detailing marital
conflict situations and offering a choice of four solutions.
,Solutions ranged from benefiting se+f to benefiting the
partner and elabo~ated varying degrees of awareness of the
partner's feelings. The authors arrived. at a composite
I
score for the' couple. It was a high score if there w~s
agreement on the resolution of the situations even if
mates were unequal in sympathy. They found that altruism
the tendency to favor the other -- varied with the situ-
ation involved.
Hobart and Klausner (1959) attempted to measure c,om-
munication and ability to anticipate the spouse's answer
by use of individual questionnaires 'concerning barriers
to communic~attons and self-spouse ratings on a variet:y of
characteristics. Mutual recognition of taboo subjects
was found to be associated with marital adjustment. In-
sight into spousal self-rating on personal performance
appeared to be more important than insight into spousal
~elf-rating on marital roles performance.
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Levinger (1963) studied a family group through a com-
bination of procedures~ He observed performance on a
variety of tasks, obtai~ed parent assessment of family
I
members by means of questionnaire, and obtained external
judgments about family members from a counselor or teacher
who was familiar with the famtly", The author givesa ver;y
thoughtf~l and illuminating discussion of the limitations
of any .one line of inquiry and of the value of combining
techniques. He also gives a brief historical review of
studies on marriage.
Summary
This chapter has considered two general styles of
measurement for marital interaction -- direct and indirect.
Direct observation is most useful for discovering and
describing characteristics of marital interaction. It has
the advantage of immediate access to a sample of behavior
undistorted by the partiqipant's perceptions. However,
observations could be biased by the SUbject's awareness
that he is being watch~d, or by the unrepresentativeness of
the test situation.
Indirect methods of observation which rely on partici-
pant self-report are most useful for discovering what seems
important to the individual member of the marriage~ An
individual's perception of a situation is the most compelling
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reality for that person. Information obtained through
questionnaires and int.erviews reveals feelings about the
marital interaction and has been useful in predicting co-
hesion in marriage. However, such material-can be dis-
torted by the respondent either willfully or unwillfully,
and such material cannot rervea.l anything of whi.chthe
respon~ent is not awareR
[
Valuable information could be obt~ined by reports
from people who know the members of the marriage we~l and
who will provide such a report. The Levinger (1963)
study is one example of the use of this type of infor-
mation.
A~combination of techniques can provide information
unavailable from use of a single technique~ Findings in
the Levinger (1963) ,.study suggest that parental actions
toward a child can be predicted from their attitudes
toward him~ It is likely that information about marital
interaction could be greatly enriched by employment of a
combination or techniques in a single study.
CHAPTER VII
SOME IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH
Interaction, a complex phenomenon, is difficult. to
define, yet t:Q.e everyday interaction of marital partners
is so routine and commonplace that the participants are
hardly aware of this continuing process.
In marriage two people come togetherbringtng with
them certain resources. These two independently motivated
beings must org~nize their actions so that their contri-
butions produce some mutual gratifications of each o·ther r s
needs. The constant exchange of information with attempts
to influence the other gradually results in a patterning
of responses. ~he~e typical responses become the basic
interaction pattern of the married couple. The patterning
indicates an implied consensus when each spouse accepts the
response of the other as appropriate.
The stability shown by the existence of patterns does
not preclude ch~~ge. Throughout the marriage patterns must
be confirmed" modified, al tered! or replaced when conditions
change and new ne,;~d~ aris.e.
This project attempts to describe the dimensions of the
interactional approach in order to lay the conceptual ground-
work.. for a seri<?s· of empirical studies. A discussion of
research impl:Lcations in this context is limited to gene:o-
al questions that either need to be answered or are best
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answered by the inrteractionist" Specific hypotheses 't.-.rill noy
be pro~osed but the discussion will focus on two major ~ssues
on the interaction~l ~pproachwith some consideration of
questions regarding personality, patterns, and communieation ..
The aforementioned issues are the problems presented by tne
interactional definitions and the meaning of socialization
"
in,the interaction process.
The Problem of Definitions
;
The interactional approach is burdened with theoretical
concepts whose definitions have not been made operational.
The philosophic:al approach of Gao~geHerbert Mead is a pro ....
vocative and stimulating tool for the 1nteractionist" It
provides a base that is sufficiently broad to support a
variety of studies of the personality and the interaction
process. Some studies have yielded significant findings
I
using Mead's concepts. The difficrilty lies in transpos-
ing the theoretical definitions into operational ones. Such
concepts as the self and generalized other must be made
much more explicit. -.As noted by Hill and Hansen (1960),
research canno~ proceed without a sound conceptual frame-
work. This need for a sound structure is most.pertinent
to the ~nteractional approach since the process studied is
extremely complex and as yet only broadly defined.
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The Problem of Soclalization
The interaction.ist mu.stco:q.cE3,de the va~id:±ty:'''o.f';S~rykerIS
(1959) statement reg~rding the relevance of socialization
to the interactional approach. The process of socializatio~
begins with infancy and progresses throughout life. Through
socialization the individual-learns to adjust his behavior
so it conforms more or less to the others' expectations.
The individua.l must be able to predict how others will react;
to him if he is to behave appropriately. He must 'also learn
the role of the other, or anticipate the other's response
from his OWA behavior and examine and evaluate his own per~
formance.
Early social~z?-tion cannot fully prepare a person for:',
later roles although socialization in later years builds on
previously acquired attitudes and skills.. Each person must
be able to adapt to changed expectations of a modern, com-u
plex society. ',Uhe limits of socialization in later life are
related to the lnteraction of the biological capacities of
the individual and the effects of learning or lack of it
with the level of technology achieV'ed by the society in its
socialization methods (Brim, 1966).
The issue f<;>r the interactionist is to determine more
precisely the rEPlation between the interaction process and
the socialization process. It is necessary to ~now when
and why adult socialization occurs and to dist;inguish the
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types of int~raction that are conducive to this change.
persona.lity
PersonaJ.,ity is shaped and developed in part thJ:~ol1g;h
interpersonal rel~tionships. Although ~erBonality is a
~elatively stable component of marital interac"tioll, chapge
does occur as the individual adapts to new situations and
roles. Research results are not conclusive as to the con-
tinuity of personality. There are ve~y few studies of adult
socialization which deal with the process by which society
influences individual roles and in turn personality.
Becker (1964) points out that the degree of commit-
ment has a rel~tionship to personality change and that change
maybe transitory in nature, an adjustment to meet a par-
ticular situation.
Oompetenye, as e~rlier described, has been defined as
the ability tq meet one's own needs as well as those of
one's spouse. Commitment and competence can be powerfu.l
contributions by each spouse to the marital interaction.
It would be important to define the effect of each of these
factors on the personalities of the marital pair since
satisfaction in marriage is related to the interrelation-
ship of t~e personalities of the husband and wife.
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Marital Interaction Pat~erns
Marriage is a unique unity, the dynamic relationship
between husband and wife. Each brings to the marriage an
individual identity g.ained from his pB.rticular socializing
experience.
In early stages of marriage, ways of acting and
reacting to each other apparently eventually develop into
stable patterns~ These interaction patterns may be
functional or dysfunctional to the individual, the couple,
their children or society. As an example, there have been
many studies of ..families of schizophrenic children which
indicate serious psychopathology in the parents. Ehrenwald
(1963) cites studies of patterns of obsessions and com-
pulsions whicp have been repeated in several subsequent
generations~ These patterns appear to be part of the
socialization process of these families. It appears then
that faulty interaction of these families hinders the
healthy persoYfality development of the children who then
carryon these faulty interaction patterns into their own
marriages 0 The significance for society is evident.
Society also affects the interaction patterns within
a family. Migration, urbanization, industrialization, all
have brought about the isolation of the nuclear family.
This causes changes in socialization of the children a.nd of
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the adults. Mo~e marita.l strain may result as additional
needs of the ~arital pa~tners must be prqvided by each
other.
It se~ms clear that marital interaction is affected
by changes of society which in turn is affected by the
patterns of ~a~1tal interaction. In this circular re-
lationship, dysf~nction in any area can adver~ely affect
individual lives, marital relationships and society itself,
The i~teractional approach is concerned with how
effective interactional patterns are established~ how
if
agreement' is reached; and h01,~ the individual behavior
patterns re~ult in various types of marital interaction.
Each of these faGtors demands further research if the
process of inter~ctton is to be fully understood. The pre-
cise determinants which regulate whether these patterns
are to be functional or dysfunctional are not sufficiently
clear"
Communication
Communicat~on, defined to include all those symboli~
processes by whj..CA p,eople influence one another (Ruesch &
Bateso~, 1951), is of major importance in examining inter-
action.
Verbal co~unic.ation is the most measurable, the mo~t
accessible, anq. the most uniquely human way of expressing
meaning. The prqduct of communication is not merely the
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modification of the listeners b attitudes or behaviors, but
the establishment of some degree of consensus. Since verbal
communication can be less ambiguous and more complex than
nonverbal communication, it serves as a medium foT' 8 Jarif;j-"
ing issues and misunderstandipgs between the marital pair.
Polansky's (19~5) verbal accessibility studies have pro-
vided some interesting, though sometimes inconclusiv~ results.
There is much research yet to be undertaken to test the vBlicL~
i ty of assumptions made.. Among the factors requiring further
research are the variations in accessibility among different
attitudes; the relationship of verbal accessibility to per-
sonality structti~e; and the relationship of verbal accessi-
bility to family patterns, subcultures, and defense mechanisms~
The significance of verbal communication:, f'or, marriage
is incompletely understood; thus research questions should
focus on the quality and quantity of messages and their
impact on the p~~sonality, the interaction process, and the
formation of patterns.
Conclusion
The greatest challenge for research, based on the
interactional approach, is to clarify the existing concepts
so' that a consistent,useful framework emerges. The relation
of socializatiqn, personalit~y, patterns, and COmnlUIJieat.tOL t()
the interaction process is loosely defined; however, it is
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through study of the specific intera.ct tha.t information con~
cerning these areas is most obta.inablea The complexity of
the marriage relationship requires precise an~Jysis if
va.rious components are to be properly understood.,
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GLOS8.ARY
The act - behavior by an organism which stems from an
impulse requiring some adjustment to relevant
objects in an external world6
Adaptati6n - reciprocal relationship between the
organism and its envlronmentu
Assumptions - judgments accepted as true without
demonstrated proof~
Cohesiveness - the total field of forces which act on
members to remain in the group.
Communication - all those processes by which people in-
fluence one another. For "Ghis pa.per: when.A.
makes a statement to B, t-he process produces
challlge in A and in B. A single act as a part
'of the process of interaction~
Concept - an abstraction of characteristics commQn- to a
group of objects or events~
Congruence - agreement.
TIouble bind - ItThe 'double bind I is a communication mode
in which contradictory injunctions are ex-
pressed on different levels of abstraction,
and where something is shifted from one level
of abstraction to another in order to conceal
or disguise its meaning" (Dorothy Jones, 1964,
po 323)JI
Dysfunction - ineffective means of problem solvingq
Emergence - phenomenon that cannot be predicted from its
constituent partso
Equilibrium - a state of balance produced by the counter-
action of two or mor.-Torces~
Family - "A unity of interacting persons" (Burgess, 1926 1pl) 5)~
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Feedback - action by an individual which is recognized by
another individ.ual as a response to his O~ln
previous action"
Homeo'stasis - IIThose intricate processes occurring within
a family which are made up of patterned inter-
relationships among family members and result
in maintaining the conditions for family
integration that ,,,,ere previously' arrived at by
members of the family" (Montalvo, 1963, p. llL~)il
I - George Herbert Meadfs concept of the original,
initiating quality of the personality.
Influence - art or power of producing an effect without
apparent force or direct authoritY9
Interaction - a reciprocal relationship in which each
person may produce effects on the other.
Interaction, Expressive - actions reuniting family
members including expressions of affection for
each other, warmth, and a symbolization of
common membership through supportive, accepting
behavior~
Interaction, Instrumental - actions focused on achieve-
ment of tasks o~en dispersing family members
for such achievemento
Interaction, Symbolic -. sYmbols in communication which
are significant or mutually meaningful for each
person involved.
Interpersonal Competence -- acquired ability to inter~ct
with other people effectively according to some
criterion which is not necessarily satisfaction
of the individuals. Principal components:
health~ intelligence, empathy', autonomy, judg-
ment, creativityp
Language - human speech or the written symbols for speec~.
Marriage - "~ • ~ a process of interaction between two
people, a man and a woman, who have fulfilled
certain legal requirements and have gone through
a wedding ceremony or are otherwise accepted as
married by the law. • U b We do not refer to the
pair of persons involved by marriage but to the
set of their acts which are mutually dependent
upon each other, i .. e~, which 'Constitutes tnter-
action'l (Karlsson, 1963 ~ p .. 12).
-Power -
114
Me - George Herbert Mead's concept of objective self or the
organized attitudes of others within the person-
ality~
Mind - fT" • " organized totality or system of all
mental processes or psychic activities,
usually of an individual organism " .. .. II
(English and English, 1958, p. 323).
Other, Generalized - a reference group whose responses an
actor must be able to anticipate in order that
he ~ay know how to behave. fTTo take the role
of the generalized other is to see onels be~;·
·hav:·ior as taking place in the context of a
defined system of related roles fT (Stryker,
1959, p. 115).
Other, Significant - person an individual perceives as
having value or influence.
Pattern - "A sequence of actions involving two or more
family members which i.s repetitive, has some
degree of automaticity, and is employed as
part of t4e adaptive function of the family
system n (Titchener et· g, 1963, p. 113)"
Perce~tion - awareness Dr the ~rQcess pf becoming aware by
means of sensory processes and under the in-
fluence of set and of prior experiences.
Personality - the developed psychological organization of
the individual that includes his attitudes,
ideas, and habits.
Position - the location of an actor or class of actors in
a system of social relationships.
ability of an individual to get what he wants
without having to modify his own conduct.
Role - the part played by an actor; behavior that is
characteristic and expected.
Role Conflict - exposure of the actor to conflicting sets
of legitimized expectations such that complete
fulfillment of both is realistically
impossible.
Role Expectation - characteri.stics that determine whether
a person will be satisfied with a role or not.
I
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Role Taking - anticipation of the response of others
involved in t"he same social act.
Self - that which arises as an object within the person-
ality. Self is developed in the give and take
of social relations.
Self~~orisciousne§s - the activity of oneself from the
standp6int of others.
Social Psychology - that branch of psychology which
studies the phenomena of social behavior.
Socialization - process" by which the i.ndividual learns
how to view and evaluate hiE? behavior and act
with reference to himself as well as others.
Symbol - an object used to represent som.ething else.
Theory - an internally consistent body of verified
hypotheses when verificHtion is provisional
rather than absolute.
Thinking - the internalized manipUlation of language
symbols.
Transaction - a two-phase, cyclical exchange between
two individuals in which there is constant
feedback which is largely self-regulating
and self-correcting and which modifies the
subsequent response of each.
Volition - selection among alternatives symbolically
present.
